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Rico fires Newell as program chairwoman
By Terry LaPorte
’rogram Commission Chairwoman
iding Newell was fired Friday by
President John Rico.
alter, the program commission
d voted to ask Rico to fire Newell
cause of conflict of interests and
suse of funds charges.
Newell denied the charges.
iico’s decision to fire Newell was
flounced at a Friday afternoon
)eting of the commission. Rico said
.well "does not have the respect of
commission that a person in this
sition must have."
However, Rico said the charges of

conflict of interests and misuse of funds
had nothing to do with his decision to
fire Newell.
"I was aware of the allegations, but I
had been considering this for some time
before Friday," Rico said.
Rico said Newell’s firing was because
of "her inability to work with the board.
The situation had deteriorated to an
atmosphere of animosity," Rico said.
Financial
problems
in
the
management of the telephone and
advertising accounts helped to finalize
the decision, Rico explained.
These problems have resulted in the
Spartan Daily’s refusing additional
advertising from the commission until
$2,200 was paid.

In addition, the commission will be
operating without an outside phone line
after March 17. Phones will be turned
off as the commission is $37.40 in the
red in its phone account.
"The administration problems in that
office have been boiling for a while this
year," Rico said.
Rico said the board "is an emergency
situation. Action had to be taken and I
did."
Newell refused to comment on the
firing.
"I don’t want to say anything. There
have been many trials and tribulations
with this. I’m too tired right now."
The charges of Newell’s conflicts of
interests and misuse of funds came out
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of a Friday morning meeting of the
commission. Newell was not present
when they made the charges.
Commission members said Newell
had signed for $1,500 in checks written
to Eddie Gale. The members said that
Gale is Newell’s friend and the checks
were sent to Newell’s home address.
Gale is the leader of a musical group
and had been contracted to perform for
A.S. sponsored concerts.
Those concerts are part of an A.S.
sponsored series of events approved by
Rico.
Program records show that five
checks worth $1,500 were made out to
Edward G. Stevens but sent to Newell’s
listed home address.
Board members said Stevens is
Gale’s real name.
According to commissioner Suzanne
Allyaud, "The conflict of interest
charges are substantiated. We, the
board have evidence that Briding used
A.S. funds in the wrong way.

"The conflict of interest charges over
the
the referendum campaign is that the board with the viewpoint that
for
programs
programs she set up were not diverse campus needed
and the board was not consulted," minorities."
"If I have made mistakes along the
Allyaud said.
"One time she tried to mail chain way it’s because that I’m human.
Speaking about her choice of concerts
letters with A.S. funds," Allyaud said.
Newell denied the member’s charges, in February, Newell said, "The people
that I have chosen have been important
but would not elaborate.
Gale said, "I made a proposal to people and if Rico wants to fire me to
Briding, Rico and Stephanie Dean retain his political status then I am
(treasurer) to support the referendum going to carry this thing to the hilt,"
Newell declared.
and they accepted it."
"The program board structure needs
Prior to Rico’s statement firing
Newell, she made a 20-minute entire restructuring along with their
statement to the board at the afternoon ethical and moral committments."
meeting.
After her statement, Newell left the
"I am under the gun. I have been meeting with Gale, refusing to answer
asked or told by John Rico, that if I questions.
don’t present myself at this meeting, I
Rico said he "would accept full
responsibility for the outcome of
would be fired," Newell said.
"When I first came to the program programs" for events in February.
"The freedom that Newell exercised
board, I proposed my ideas for minority
programs. As a result of being a in February programming has been
minority on campus, I came to the under my direction," Rico said.

Charges of racism, sexism
follow firing of chairwoman

MA
Don A. Sparks

No complaints, only mud
week potholes of water
nt students skipping across this lot on Fourth Street beveen San Carlos and San Fernando Streets, but according
iuDDY PARKING LOTSLast

to William Scholler, assistant manager of Auxialiary Enterprises, there were "no complaints."

A.S. meets with faculty
n referendum issue
By Terry LaPorte
The campaign to keep A.S. fees at
ieir present $10 level is shifting into
igh gear this week.
Department
heads from
inructionally related activities (IRA)
ave joined forces with A.S.
rganizations to make sure student
ody funds are not reduced by lower
?.es.
A referendum will be held Feb. 24-25
) ask students if fees should be kept at
0, or reduced by as much as 50 per
ent.
Gov. Brown’s announced intention to
liminate state funding for IRA has
weed student council to plan to fund
he IRA programs in 1975-76, A.S.
’resident John Rico said.
Rico held a meeting with department
leads Friday to enlist their support for
he referendum campaign to keep the
tudent fees at $10.
"Unless Brown goes back on his
tatement, A.S. will be funding your
,rograms at least another year," Rico
old the IRA administrators.
A.S. Treasurer Stephanie Dean said

15,000 leaflets supporting the ;10 level
will be distributed to students this
week.
"We need access to classrooms and
student volunteers. We need people to
speak for the referendum in
classrooms," Rico said.
Dean said the highest turnout for an
A.S. election was in 1969 with 8,000
voters.
"We need to get the biggest possible
turnout to maintain fees to show the
board of trustees," she said.
Dr. John Caine, athletic director, said
he had written every state legislator
about the IRA funding.
"We’ve made a concerted effort to
fight back against ( legislative analyst)
A. Alan Post’s ignorance. We need to go
at Brown with every gun firing," Caine
said.
Rico said the sentiment in
Sacramento is that IRA has a low
funding priority.
"The governor has come upon some
bad advice somewhere along the line.
That could be expected since he did the
budget without the chancellor’s office’s

help," Rico said.
Rico said many state legislators have
expressed interest in the outcome of the
referendum.
"They want student opinion on this.
The legislature is looking hard at this
election," Rico said.
The referendum campaign is being
funded by a $2500 allocation from
student council. The council voted last
December to allocate the money.
The $2,500 will be spent on brochures,
leaflets, posters, and newspaper advertising, according to Lee Dickason,
A.S. information officer.
"I don’t even think we’ll use up the
entire allocation," Dickason said.
Louie Barozzie, A.S. adviser, said
providing AS. funds for the referendum was a good decision.
"It is just as proper for this funding
as it is for a board of education to use
their funds to win a school bond election," Barozzi said.
"This is not a self-initiated election. It
is imposed by AB 3116 and the state of
California," Barozzi said.

By Robin McNabb
Former A.S. Program Commission chairwoman Briding
Newell Friday accused the entire commission of being
"racist and sexist."
The charges were made after Newell walked out on the
commission’s morning meeting where the commission was
voting "to recommend to John Rico, A.S. president, that
Briding Newell be removed immediately as commission
chairwoman because of conflict of interests and misuse of
student funds."
Newell denied the charges but did not elaborate on her
denial.
Newell was fired later in the day by Rico who said,
however, the charges of conflicts of interest and misuse of
student funds had nothing to do with the firing.
Rico said "Newell does not have the respect of the commission that a person in this position must have."
In response to Newell’s charges Gehrke said, "I deny I’ve

Toilet seats
stolengirls

sitting tight
Twenty-seven West
Hall
women are reportedly "sitting
tight" after the theft of their
toilet seats Monday.
Theives have set ransom for
the seats at 25 unmarked cookies
to be placed in a brown paper bag
in the basement of West Hall,
according to fifth floor residents.
Demands did not specify
whether the ransom should be
paid in chocolate chip cookies,
ginger snaps or any other flavor
cookie.
"We’ll make every attempt to
’flush’ them (the thieves) out,"
said
Larry
James,
administrative officer for Campus
Security.
"We’re surviving," said
Sarah Ganigian, fifth floor
resident assistant. She said the
girls would like to find out who
the thieves are and put the seats
back to use.
James said Campus Security is
"sitting" on the possibility of an
investigation.

been devious, I deny I’ve been racist, I deny pitting one side
of the board against the other."
"Briding is a very defensive person," Gehrke said.
"I wouldn’t care if the chairperson was brown, white, blue
or pink. I am not a racist or a sexist. I’m a woman, how could
I be a sexist," said Allyaud in response to Newell’s attack.
"I take her charges as a personal attack and I ask her to
substantiate her attack," said Jim Heidelman, cochairperson of the forums board.
The program commission consists of an entertainment
board and a forums board.
"Any of my actions personally do not warrant Newell’s
attack," said Hector Lizardi.
Lizardi, who was appointed by Rico as temporary chairperson of the commission after Newell’s firing, said, "I have
no idea why she calls the board racist and sexist. I think she’s
being immature.
Continued on page 11

Woman sent to jail;
refused SLA info
SAN FRANCISCO (APIA federal
judge yesterday ordered Cynthia
Garvey, 23, back to jail for contempt for
refusing to answer grand jury questions
about the Symbionese Liberation
Army.
U.S. District Court Judge Alfonso
Zirpoli ordered that Garvey, who was
not in court, surrender later in the day
to the U.S. Marshall’s office, to be taken
to the Santa Clara County women’s jail
facility at Milpitas.
Garvey, who reportedly knew some
women members of the SLA before
they became active in the group,
claimed she had no information which
would have been of value to the grand
jury.
Unless she agrees to testify, Garvey
will have to serve until the jury’s term
expires in September.
Judge Zirpoli’s action came after the
government presented an affidavit
assigned by John D. Morrison Jr.,
acting general counsel of the Central

Intelligence Agency, which refuted
Miss Garvey’s claims that the CIA had
subjected her to illegal electronic
surveilance.
"I have caused a search to be made of
the agency’s records to determine
whether Cynthia Garvey or her attorneys, Martin Fassler and Jennie
Rhine, have been overheard in the
course of any electronic surveillance,"
said Morrison’s affidavit. He said
results of the search showed no such
surveillance had been conducted.
Garvey, of Oakland, was granted
immunity from prosecution when she
was called to testify before the federal
grand jury investigating the Feb. 4,
1974, kidnaping of Patricia Hearst by
the SLA and the $10,690 robbery of a
bank here by the terrorist group on
April 15.
She was found in contempt on May 16
and sent to jail, but then was freed May
30 on appeal.

President embarks on Irpscue mission’

Bunzel raps reverse discrimination, quotas
By Doug Ernst
SAN FRANCISCOAs a part of what
le calls his "rescue mission" to
edefine equality, SJSU President John
lunzel told the Commonwealth Club
’riday, "long-standing notions of
quality are under serious challenge by
bsolute equalitarians."
Bunzel, speaking before almost 200
lub members, denounced hiring based
n race and sex quotas as "illegal and
njust."
"Absolute equalitarians," declared
Bunzel, "believe that justice requires
equality not at the beginning of a race,
but at the end. They want the minority
or female runner to be given more than
equal treatment with the white male
runner.
"It is as if they were asking the
scorekeeper to ensure that the
minority and female runners win a

certain percentage of the races.
"It is a distorted definition of
equality," Bunzel said.
"It carries with it the principle that in
order to make some people equal, we
must use the authority of the state to
make others unequal."
Bunzel admitted SJSU could stand to
lose federal aid money if the university’s affirmative action hiring policy is
not in accordance with U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare
guidelines.
He emphasized his support of the
efforts of women and minorities to
obtain equal opportunity through affirmative action programs.
"My position is often distorted," said
Bunzel.
"Minorities and women should have
an equal opportunity. That’s why at
SJSU whenever a job is being con-

sidered, the appointment cannot be
made until there has been a national
search. The university must make the
final choice (based on) merit."
Bunzel boasted that since his arrival
at SJSU four years ago "we now have
women in the highest positions."
"Rights are held by individuals and
are not held by any groups per se,"
Bunzel said.
"White people cannot be legally
punished any more as a group than
black people as a group, yet isn’t that
precisely the sort of injustice that occurs when a university announces it
prefers to hire women or black people
and will not seriously consider men or
white people?" Bunzel asked.
"Some people would have us believe
that it is fair and just to discriminate
against white people to make up for the
wrongs committed by members of

previous generations against
Americans.

black

"What this means is that white people
are now to become the victims of
discrimination not because they are
guilty, but because they are white,"
Bunzel said.
Bunzel added white people guilty of
discrimination should be punished as
individuals, rather than as members of
a group.
Bunzel used professional baseball as
an example of group discrimination.
-Blacks were barred from baseball,"
Bunzel said, "but the barriers of
discrimination have been turned down
and blacks have been given a chance to
be major league baseball players.
Continued on page 11
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COMMONWEALTH SPEAKER SJSU President John Bunzel is greeted by his
former boss S.I. Hayakawa, before speaking to the Commonwealth Club of California in San Francisco last Friday. Bunzel was chairman of the Political Science
Department at San Francisco State University under former President Hayakawa.
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opinion
Watergate sweeps new ’freedom
of information’ through Congres

letters
Marxist-Leninist system is not
the route to humanity’s salvation
11,000,000 deaths were required be- here and throughout the industrialized
Editor:
1 suppose Mohammad Selah ( letter, tween 1905 and 1955 to socialize the world, including the oil-producing Arab
nationsI must reject Communism in
Feb. 13 ) and the other local defenders Soviet Union.
The figure, he reports, may have any form.
of Marx-Leninism have heard it before,
There is a third alternative, another
but any system, economic or political, been doubled between 1945 and 1975 in
requiring the extermination of China, but no accurate population type of utopian socialism, outlined by
Edward Bellamy in "Looking Back11,000,000 human beings to implement figures exist for China prior to 1960.
That makes Hitler’s already ward". Published in 1886, "Looking
can hardly be the route to human
staggering excesses look a little pale. Backward" never won the attention
salvation.
Without intending to defend accorded to Marx, Lenin, and other
That’s rightsocialist writer and
historian Don Dorrance in his new "capitalism"or rather the corporate socialistic economic thinkers, probably
because it is cast in the form of a novel.
book, " Morituri " estimates from socialsim-unionism government
Ironically, Bellamy thought this form
behind-the-Iron Curtain sources that subsidized capitalism has become, both
would lend it greater influence.
It’s readable and logical. I urge
Mohammad Selah, as well as anyone
else interested in alternatives to
capitalism, to read "Looking Backward." It makes good sense.
Moreover, Bellamy is infinitely more
humane, more considerate of human
nature, than Marx, whose own children
starved to death while he wrote
theoretical tomes instead of taking
offered employment.
finishing a television special was
Editor:
Attention to Bellamy is long overdue.
The Jokes are not funny.
saying good-bye in many languages,
Merritt Clifton
Why is it that people who wouldn’t everything from eskimo to Japanese.
Graduate student, Theater Arts
consider making derogratory jokes Yet after saying good-bye in Polish he
about Blacks, Jews, Chicanos and other stopped smiled and exclaimed, "And
peoples feel perfectly free to degrate that was in Polish." As, if Polish among
persons of Polish ancestry? Why the all the world’s languages stood out for
open season on Poles?
being ludicrous for one reason or
A geology teacher I know, remarked, another.
that in classification of rocks, rocks are
So, before we open up with both
like people they shouldn’t be judged by barrels and take advantage of this open
their color. A good man I thought, yet season on Poles, let’s stop. For people
one week later, in the middle of a class who wouldn’t slander other ethnic
lecture this same teacher cracked groups and races,
preventing
about something being like a Polish pejorative Polish cracks shouldn’t be
Beauty contestthere are no winners. too difficult to do.
Or, to reach for another drop in the
Larry Amkraut Editor:
bucket. The late great Duke Ellington,
Junior, Geology
Professors Nunn and Chu write in the
Daily (Feb. 11) that "once a person
retires, he no longer figures into the
estimation of human capital. This does
not mean that he is no longer productive, but only that the production can no
longer be measured."
This is absurd. For example, consumption can be measured, i.e. the
production of use values which are not
exchange values can be measured ( in
China and Cuba, for example, they do it
all the time).
comprised of implementing a program
Editor:
For Nunn -Chu and bourgeois
No one denies that the SJSU faculty which will satisfy the students’ economics generally, the only
and the administration, motivated by knowledge-needs.
production worth measuring is the
the FTE decline and by the
John Joseph production of exchange value, i.e.
Graduate Student, librarianship things produced for sale on the market,
corresponding diminution of finances,
have been totally enthralled for the past
e.g. things produced by workers whose
semesters in the debate concerning the
labor is organized by and under the
knowledge-needs liberal education vs.
domination of agri-business, i.e.
preprofessional program) of the
tomatoes produced for profit, not direct
students.
need.
Yet lam not in the least impressed by
As for marketing student T.K.
the pages upon pages of the printed
Tallmon (Daily, Feb. 11), who
verbosity, when that verbal pollution
presumably will get a job marketing
smogs the students’ life situationagri-business tomatoes. If he is serious
needs.
about wanting to hear a "scientific
Editor:
A studentpinched between time,
account" of economics, he should
Congratulations on winning the support me in my appeal to the
funds, and motivationrelates to
(California
Newspaper Academic Senate to organize a public
society’s prerequisites to qualify for a CNPA
job ( a fact of life) in order to satisfy the Publishers Association) award.
investigation of what kind of economics
All staffboth fall and springrichly
very personal survival needs.
is being taught at San Jose. Otherwise,
Hence, I behest the loquacious tug-of- deserve recognition for writing and I cannot take his letter seriously.
Jim O’Connor
war teams to advance beyond the publishing an excellent newspaper.
Broderick Haskell
the
into
game"
Prof. of Economics
"recognition
Associate Professor, Civil Engineering
acknowledgment phase which is

Jokes about Poles
ought to be stopped

O’Connor
questions
econ study

’Teams’ should advance

above recognition game
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receives kudos

The public’s right to know what
the government is up to gets a shot
in the arm today as amendments to
the 1966 Federal Public Records
Law take effect.
The amendments, to what has
become called the Freedom of
Information (FoI) Act, were
enacted by Congress in November
over President Ford’s veto.
The original law was designed to
provide wider public access to
government information.
But some of the exemptions built
into the law, notably those
providing withholding power by
federal executives, contributed to
the abuses of the doctrine of
"executive privilege" by former
President Nixon.
That privilege, exercised first by
George Washington and widely
used since, became the center of
controversy during the Watergate
investigations.
Nixon refused to turn over to a
grand jury secretly taped conversations with his White House
confidants.
The President claimed he was
only protecting "the right of
himself and his successors to
preserve the confidentiality of
discussions in which they participate in the course of their
constitutional duties."

editorial

)

And when Special Prosecutor
Archibald Cox retorted that it was
intolerable that "the President
would invoke executive privilege to
keep tape recordings from the
grand jury but permit his aides to
testify fully as to their recollections
of the same conversations," Nixon
fired him.
It was the beginning of the end
for Nixon.
The new FoI amendments are
part of the Watergate fallout that
has swept through Congress. Even
the infamous "national security"
classification
is
no
longer
sacrosanct.
"There will be no more phony
classification stamps," said James
Kronfeld, counsel for the House
subcommittee on government
information and individual rights.
"If a federal judge, in private
chambers, finds that information
of this sort is improperly classified
or is not otherwise exempt,"
Kronfeld promised, "the affected
agency will have to give it up."
Although the courts have held
that the burden of proof to warrant
the withholding of information lies

with the federal agency, the n
amendments should make it eas
to pry loose documents
government would like to k
secret.
Federal officials are n
required to:
Respond in a short, prescri
time to requests for informatir
Spell out reasons for refusi
to comply with a request for
formation.
Be prepared to justify the u
of security classifications
certain types of information.
Establish clear and reasonat
procedures and fees for furnishi
information.
While journalists, scholar
lawyers and public interii
organizations will be most serv
by the new amendments,
citizens have the same right
access to government files.
Only time will tell, however,
the government has learned fro
Watergate, that the people ate be
served when federal information
made readily available.
The public’s right to know is t
backbone of accountability
government, without which t
people are unable to determine
their representatives are proper
carrying out their responsibilitie
Phil Trounsti

Liberation of English may make
feminists much harder to take
By David Yarnold
Under attack from many quarters,
the English language changes quickly
these days, perhaps too quickly for
some. It’s not hard to imagine the
reaction of those with an interest in
preserving a static language.
Mrs. Germaine Greer
c-o Ms. Magazine
New York, N.Y.
Dear Mrs. Greer,
Allow me to introduce myself. My
name is Sisyphus Leahy and I am 52
years old. I am a linotype operator for a
Southern California newspaper.
It’s a good job, and I have a good
family. It’s me and the little woman,
and two lovely daughters. They’re good
girls, but a little feisty. They get that
from the old lady.
I’m an easy-going sort of Joe, Mrs.
Greer, but I’m a little hot about this
Women’s Liberation thing, and so are
some of the other boys in local 1776.
Now mind you, I’m all for the women’s
liberation. Maybe someday we men can
sit at home all day.
In fact, both of my daughters are
liberated, they tell me. But Joan, my
baby, isn’t quite as liberated because
she has rather big knockers for a little
girl and she wears a bra. "It’s
demeaning," she says.
"Those are two of your best points," I
tell he.
Anyway, Mrs. G., back to my point.
We, the boys of local 1776, are quite
pod about some of your ideas. We
don’t altogether understand what you
mean when you demand we eliminate
"sexual bias" in printed matter.
Because of you and Mrs. Friedlan,
and all the other ladies, we linotype
men are supposed to relearn our trade?
To change mailman to mail person,
or is that mail male? To change manhold to human-hole? Where will it end?
Well, I got so irked that I went to the
city library. We pay for these things,
might as well use them I always say.
A nice old broad, one of those spinster
librarian types, shows me this massive
set of books, the Oxford something or
other Dictionary, and I look up
"Mankind."

Write us
The Spartan Daily encourages your
comments Best read letters are short (730
words) and to the Point
Letters may be submitted at the Daily
office IJC 2011) between e a in and S pm
Monday through Friday Or by mail
lhe Deily reserves the right to edit for
length, style, or libel
All letters must Include author’s
rnal0r, address, and phone

comment

)

I especially selected that word
because I couldn’t see where you get off
picking on it. It doesn’t mean men or
women, it means people. "The human
species. Human beings in general."
"Chairman" was another peeve of
mine. "The occupier of a chair of
authority, the person who is chosen to
preside over a meeting..."

So what’s the beef? Why make my j
tougher? Why should I change my col
to "Chair-Person?" It isn’t even in t
dictionary. I thought words were f
simplifying things.
Well, that’s it, I’ve said my pie(
You girls really are doing fine work, b
maybe your’re being a little too se
sitive about all this. You know hc
women can be.
Sincerely you
Sisyphus Leak
Local 17

Imperialism hits new high
’Standard Oil wants you!
By Larry Rucks
The announcement that the Pentagon
is awarding a contract to a private U.S.
firm to hire Vietnam vets to train the
Saudi Arabian national guard opens up
all sorts of possibilities.
It could mark the beginning of the end
for the American military establishment as we know it.
Many so-called radicals have long
said that the purpose of the american
military is to protect the corporations
and conglomerates and V- ir worldwide interests.
So instead of the government
providing the training for American
troops to fight and die for corporate
interests, why not let the corporations
do their own recruiting and training?
Imagine
recruitment
posters
proclaiming, "Standard Oil Wants
You" or "Mobil Oil Corp. Builds Men,"
or even, "Join Exxon and See the
World."
Instead of the familiar red, white and
blue clad figure of Uncle Sam pointing
his finger at the potential recruit,
imagine an oil company executive, clad
in grey flannel, pointing his cigar and
gesturing toward a chart in the
background boasting, "Be a man,
protect our profits."
No longer would the paltry bonuses
the army offers some young recruits to
sign up be acceptable. Instead, shares
of stocks in the various companies
wouuld be the bait.
No more silver stars or purple hearts.
The reward for valor in combat would
be keys to the executive latrine or for
bravery above and beyond the call of
duty, a private oil well.
This could signal the beginning of a
new era of honesty in government.
The lurking suspicion that many have
that wars are started and fought for the

(

comment

benefit of those with wealth and pow(
would no longer be in doubt.
Who knows, in the end it might evi
make some people stop and think ju
what and who they are willing to figl
for?
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New ball aids duffers
By Karen Minkel
If your relaxing afternoon
on the golf course consists of
rummaging in the rough for
the ever-elusive ball as a
result of your hook and or
slice, good news awaits.

line.
"A regular ball will go
farther along a line because
it has slightly more lift,"
Holmstrom said, "but It will
also turn in flight and result
in a hook or slice."

Dr.
Fred
Holstrom,
chairman of the SJSU
Physics Department, and
Daniel E. Nepela, an advisory chemist with IBM,
have invented a non-slice,
non-hook golf ball.

In making the ball,
Holmstrom and Nepela filled
in most of the dimples on a
regular golf ball with a
synthetic plastic.

The ball evolved out of a
lunch table discussion of the
aerodynamic properties of
spheres and an article
published in a scientific
journal.
"The idea came in a
flash," said Holmstrom.
"The investigators who first
published the article had the
answers sitting right in front
of them but they didn’t see
it."
After several months of
work, mainly on the
weekends, and about $2.75 of
material later, the ball was
made.
The finished product looks
like a golf ball. It’s round and
white and about the size of a
golfball. The only difference
in is in the dimples.

E!Dr. Fred Holmstrom, chairman of the Physics Department, shows off his new golf

Different dimples
Regular golfballs are
covered with little dimples.
The dimples produce lift
when the ball spins and the
lift keeps the ball in the air
during a drive.
Holmstrom’s ball also has
dimples, but not as many.
The dimples are confined to
a band around the center of
the ball.

Itni7r

The band of dimples
produces almost the same
amount of lift as the regular
ball, Holmstrom explained.
The band configuration,
however, forces the ball to
spin in only one direction, the
direction of the band.
Bald ball
Since the rest of the ball is
bald, Homstrom said, the
ball doesn’t start spinning to
the side in a way that would
produce a hook (ball flies to
the left) or slice (ball goes to
the right).
Of course, Holmstrom
said, if the ball is aimed at an
angle down the fairway, it
will travel at an angle.
Photos by Don A. Sparks

FER’S DREAMThe non -slice ball is the brain child of Dr. Holmstrom and Daniel
la, advisory chemist for IBM.

utors SHARE experience

Ball flies straight
And if the ball is hit poorly,
Holmstrom explained, it
won’t go as far, but it still
tends to still tends to correct
itself and fly in a straight

rustration faces volunteers
By Armand Ghietm
spite of the one-to-one
ionship offered by
RE to tutor children,
, of the kids show no
ve change even after a
ster of tutoring," said
RE coordinator Kathy
t.
plaining the difficulties
volunteer tutors face
their referred junior
pupils, Elliott noted that

a slow process opening

e child after he’s had so
negativism."
credit-earning project
pairs needy children
San Jose junior high
Is with SJSU students
a one-to-one basis,
RE
is looking for
t tutors to meet the
e of child referrals this
ester, according to
t.
hott emphasized that
RE tutoring is not the
ard drilling from a
ook. "Because you are
o one with the child, you
retically establish a
onship where he’s your
d and Nou’re his
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friend.’
"However, the fact that
they are mostly ethnic
minorities from lower income homes with single
family parents has often
compounded the tasks of the
tutor," said Elliott.
"Although not every
referred child does poorly in
school, each one has a low
self esteem," Elliott added.
SHARE
tutor
Steve
Samuel, 25, freely admits
that he was often disappointed with his pupil last
semester.
"I was frustrated because
I thought I could turn him
into a genius overnight,"
said
the
junior
in
psychology.
"I soon found out that in
addition to his slow reading
problem, the kid was sensitive to pressures," said
Samuel.
"To gain his confidence,"
Samuel added, "we often
visited comic shops and
penny arcades. After that,
we were the best of friends."
Nineteen year-old Frank
Harms has his own effective
style of "breaking the ice in
tutoring." Faced with a
third-grader who was one
grade below his level, had a
bad school attendance
record and came from a
fatherless family, Harms
tackled his problem by
"acting like a parent to the
kid."
The SJSU
sophmore
believes that a sole determination to stick to textbooks tutoring would not
have stopped his pupil from
outside fights and doing his
homework.
"I gave that kid 50 cents a
week for allowance to build
our friendship," Hermes
said smilingly.

"When he didn’t want to
work," Harmes added, "we
wouldn’t work and we would
go fishing or to the movies."
Reflecting on his efforts as
a tutor, Harmes noted with
satisfaction "when you tutor
a kid and you see he learns
little by little, it makes you
feel 10 feet tall."
Veteran SHARE tutor
Jane Brinson, 22, said most
of the pupils she taught
usually "were behind in
school work or were kids
with behaviour problems."
A psychology senior who is
tutoring for the sixth
semester, Brinson related
her past experience with a
fourth grader whom she
taught for two semesters.
According to Brinson, the
was
pupil she
chose
frequently frustrated when it
came to reading her school
books.
"When I realized she
didn’t like reading school
stuff," said Brinson, "I
taught her how to read food
recipes."
"Not only did her reading

improve by the first
semester," Brinson noted,
"but by the end of the second
semester she also learned
how to cook."
According to coordinator
Elliott, SHARE offers one,
two or three upper division
units to SJSU students.
SHARE also requires that all
tutors spend at least two
hours each week with their
children.
Children are referred by
teachers from various San
Jose junior high schools to
the SHARE office in
Barracks 14, across from the
journalism building.
According to Elliott, this
semester more than 300
SJSU students are already
involved in SHARE. Last
semester, more than 200
tutored.
When the program began
eight years ago, over 2,000
students participated and
Elliott, now in her first year
as coordinator, hopes to
expand student interests
again.

401.1
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"We have had professional
golfers test the ball,"
Holmstrom said, "and
deliberately try to slice it,
but they couldn’t do it."
"Just last Friday," he

Not approved yet
The ball hasn’t been approved by the US. Golf
Association (USGA) yet but
Holmstrom could see no
reason for them to turn it
down.
"There’s nothing in the
ball that would violate the
USGA rules concerning the
ball weight, diameter, or the
velocity of it as it comes off
of the club," Holmstrom
said.
"The new design doesn’t
even affect the putting,"
Holmstrom added, "The

only reason they would down
It down would be political."
"We haven’t really had a
lot of time to design and
optimize the output of the
ball yet," Holmstrom said. It
will require a lot of testing.
But we can tailor it for either
straight flight or range."
Holmstrom does not yet
know if the ball will bring
him fame and fortune. "I’m
not honestly that concerned," he said, "I have
what I consider one of the
finest jobs or professions I
could find. I wouldn’t want to
give up teaching."

Supreme Court rules
Nixon exceeded powers
WASHINGTON (AP)
Ruling for the first time on
the impoundment issue, the
Supreme Court declared
yesterday that former
President Richard M. Nixon
exceeded his authority in
withholding pollution-control
funds.
The decision was one of six
handed down by the high
court.
Justic William 0. Douglas
wrote solitary dissents in
three of the cases, despite his
absence due to a stroke.
Justice Thurgood Marshall, hospitalized with
pneumonia, was the author
of two of the opinions. The
decisions, written before he
became ill, were read for
him by Chief Justice Warren
E. Burger.
In one of the opinions
written by Marshall, the
justices ruled 8 to 1 that
employes may not go outside
union channels to bargain
with employers over alleged
racial
discrimination.
In the other decision
written by Marshall, the
court ruled 8 to 0 that

companies are not required
to grant vacations to
returning veterans under
labor agreements which
make the vacations conditional on having worked a
certain number of weeks in
the preceding year.
In a unanimous decision
which will affect criminal
procedures in a number of
states, the court ruled that a
defendant may not be held in
jail for an extended period
without a court hearing to
review the evidence against
him.
The court agreed to review
in its term beginning next
fall cases involving a
Maryland program of state
aid to private colleges, a
decision exempting health
professionals from a law
imposing stiff penalties for
illegally dispensing drugs,
and a federal appeals court
ruling allowing public access
to Air Force Academy files
in honor code actions.
The impoundment case
concerned water pollutioncontrol funds for fiscal years
1973 through 1975. Congress

Journalism johns
get doors back
The Journalism Building men’s room has its stall doors
back.
After more than two years without doors on the toilet stalls,
a workman began installing them last week.
The stall doors were originally removed in November of
1972 at the request of an administrator to combat homosexual
activity that was allegedly occurring in the restroom, said
Byron Bollinger, buildings and grounds supervisor.
According to Bollinger, the doors had been misplaced or
lost and would be replaced as soon as they could be located.
When asked Wednesday why re-installation had been
delayed, Bollinger said, "I had given out the order to have
them put back on, and I am surprised to find out that they
haven’t been put back on."
Wednesday at approximately 4 p.m. a workman was seen
installing the doors.

authorrized 818 billion, but
the Nixon administration
allotted only $9 billion.
The
court
ruled
unanimously
that
administration officials, who
acted under orders from
Nixon, lacked authority to do
this under the Water
Pollution Control Act of 1972.
"As conceived and passed
in
both
houses,
the
legislation was intended to
provide commitments of
substantial sums within a
relatively limited period of
time in an effort to achieve
an early solution of what was
deemed to be an urgent
problem," Justice Byron R.
White said for the court.

game plan
DURHAM, N.C. (AP)
One of the nation’s most
successful coaches says bigtime college football must
cut costs quickly and do it
with a series of measures
that will reduce scholarships, travel costs and the
number of assistant coaches.
Joe Paterno, whose Penn
State football program had
an income of $3 million this
past season, said football
could not stick its head in the
sand and ignore the major
economic pressures which
are squeezing many schools
to the point where they may
be forced to radically cut, or
eliminate, parts of their
athletic program.
Paterno spoke here at a
three-day media seminar
being sponsored by the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association. The economy
has been the central theme,
and some of the participants
have warned that big trouble
is ahead in college athletics
if new and major ways are
not found to save money.
Dr. John 0. Blackburn,
chancellor
of
Duke
University, told a luncheon
meeting Tuesday that the
"time has come when
something must be done
about program costs in intercollegiate athletics. The
same old ways won’t work
any more."
Blackburn referred to an
economic summit meeting
planned by the NCAA for late
April and said it "has to
produce some substantive
results. "

Read Spartan
Daily Classifieds

San Jose State
Bird Watcher
Barbara Edel1/356-0664
Who knows more about PSA,
the unofficial state bird than
your own official campus rep?
With more California flights
than any other airline, PSA is
ready to take off any time you
are. Next time you need a
reservation, watch for your
bird watcher. Or whistle.

PSA gives you a lift.
’9
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Then, after two years and
$300, they received the
patent for the ball on June 25,
1974.

added, "we were approached by one of the
largest golf ball manufacturers." They want to test
and research the ball for
possible production.

Cutbacks
may hurt

eihr

$7.95

510 SOUTH TENTH STREET
(TENTH tii WILLIAMI
Phone 295-0144
OPEN TUES.-FRI. 10-6, SAT. 10-5
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\
BaflicAmericar
Master Charge

Excursi, I it es offer the biggest savings in Amtrak history,
Our new round-trip t
Compare them to the plane, bus or even driving and you’ll go by train. Go stxm. Go visit
the family. See old friends or new places. Leave any day in the week. But you must stay
at least 7 and no more than 21 days from date of departure. Pick up your Rail Sale bargain
soon. Amtrak Excursion Fares valid through June 11th.
For reservations, call your Travel Agent or
Amtrak listed in the Yellow Pages under Railroads.
We’re making the trains worth traveling again.
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’Our bodies speak out’

Pete rot, tt
BODY LANGUAGEThe silent language of body movement sometimes speaks louder than
words.

By Bryan Murray
SOTP people call it "body language". but
SJSU’s Prof. Ted Balgooyen calls the new study
of man’s communication outside the realm of
speech "non-verbal communication."
The silver-haired, 55-year-old instructor is one
of many speech communication experts trying to
legitimize the new study through scientific
method and reasearch.
Although actual research and study in the area
is just beginning, non-verbal communication per
se is as old as mankind.
Even in Biblical times, people were aware of
what experts now call non-verbal communication.
Chapter 29 of Genesis relates a non-verbal
deception Isaac perpetrated on his father, the
patriarch Isaac, and his brother Esau.
His eyes dimmed by old age, Isaac wished to
bless his son Esau before he died. Jacob, aware
of his father’s poor sight, conspired to steal the
blessing by masquerading as Esau. But Jacob
was aware of the non-verbal problems as the
following exerpts show:
And Jacob said,....Behold, Esau my brother is
a hairy man, and I am a smooth man:
My father peradventun will feel me, and I will
seem to him as a deceiver...
And Rebekah ( his mother) took goodly rainment of her eldest son Esau... and put them upon
her younger son:
And she put the skins of the kids of goats upon
his hands, and upon the smooth of his neck."
Apparently the elderly Isaac preferred nonverbal over verbal communication, because the
deception worked.
’And Isaac said unto Jacob, Come near... that
I may feel thee, my son, to see whether thou be
my very son Esau or not.
And Jacob went near unto Isaac his father;
and he felt him, and said, ’The voice is Jacob’s
voice, but the hands are the hands of Esau.’
And he discerned him not because his hands

were hairy as his brother Esau’s hands so he
blessed him."
Balgooyen says, "Non-verbal communication
is something we’ve always known about, but
never bothered to study in detail.
The importance of becoming non-verbally
literate is just coming to light.
"It is perhaps the most subtle and meaningful
aspect of communication as a whole. The
process of acculturation and socialization occur
primarily at the non-verbal level," according to
Roger Cutler, San Jose City College speech
communications instructor.
He said non-verbal communication, since
people are less aware of their own non-verbal
behavior.
Edward T. Hall was a pioneer in showing the
need for non-verbal literacy in his 1959 book
"The Silent Language." His book has since
become standard reading for American
diplomats going overseas.
Balgooyen has developed a categorizing
system that takes into account five broad areas
of non-verbal communication.
Chronemics deal with time. Promptness or
lateness for appointments, pauses in a speech or
a cultural orientation toward the concept of time,
all communicate certain messages.
Proxemics deal with space. How close should
people stand together? When is touching
desirable? How much space does a person need?
Objectics take into account one’s personal
possesions and surrounding. Clothes, cars,
hairstyles and other "things" communicate.
Vocalics include voice tone and inflection.
Often voice tone can contradict actual spoken
words.
Kinesics deal with gestures, especially facial
ones. Overall posture, leg and arm movements
or the tilt of the head can indicate certain
feelings. Kinesics have been popularized by
books like Julius Fast’s "Body Language."
The value of non-verbal study is evident in

Plato on loan to campus

No jail

Computer provides games to teach
By John Bodle
"Before we begin I must
ask how you would like to be
addressed," writes Plato IV,
a compassionate computer
on loan to SJSU for six
weeks.
engineering
Seven
students are crammed in
front of Plato’s green screen
as one of the students types
out "Mr.". They are on their
way.
lunar landing
"You are an Appollo
astronaut in the final stages
of landing on the moon’
Plato tells the group. "The
laws of physics that govern
your descent indicate..."
seven
begin
The
calculating their descent
moon’s
the
speed,
gravitational pull, their retro
rockets thrust, fuel amounts
and distance to touchdown
on the lunar surface.
Their lunar module is
down to 392.5 feet.
"We’re not going to fast,"
observes the student sitting
at Plato’s keyboard.
" 30. 40...um...five...um,
15...how many more steps do
I have until I get down to the
moon?" he asks.
Apparently there were a
few less than he figured.
Moments later the seven
crashed into the lunar
surface.
Crash landing
"Crash landing.,’ Plato
tells the group. ’Appropriate
condolences will be sent."
The "dead" group, in the
safety of the Engineering
Building instead of the lunar
surface, attempted a second
time to land.
"Congratulations,
a
perfect landing," Plato tells
the group.
"How did I manage that?"
the student at the control
board ask the others.

"Lunar landing" is only
one of many teaching game::
that Plato plays. Other
physics games include a
target game, mountain
game and orbits game.
Physics is not the only
teaches.
Plato
area
astronomy,
Accounting,
biology, computer science,
law, mathmatics, medicine,
pharmacy, many languages
and other sciences are inin
Plato’s
cluded
programmed
vocabulary.
teaching tool
"I consider this an exciting
development," said Dr.
Robert Anderson, associate
professor of materials
science, speaking of Plato’s
uses. He views Plato as "a
tool" for teaching.
"I can use this ( Plato) in
conjunction with laboratory
to make it much more interesting," Anderson said.
"Students could call up a
program and then lit) would
be layed out like a textbook
but he would interact with
it."
Plato communicates
Plato has one advantage
that textbooks do not. It has
what Anderson calls a
"plasma screen."
"The touch panel," explains a university memo on
Plato, "allows the user to
perform some actions by
physically touching the
appropriate part of the
display screen."
Plato teaches
One use for this plasma
screen is in a biology lesson
Plato teaches on natural
selection, according to
Anderson.
Two tree trunks appear on
Plato’s screen, each with
different colored insects on
them, according to Anderson. The bugs survival rate
is determined as Plato’s user
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WASHINGTON ( AP )
The Supreme Court ruled
yesterday that a criminal
suspect cannot be jailed for
an extended period solely on
the word of a prosecutor with
no opportunity for a
preliminary court hearing.
But the justices said local
officials need not provide full
adversary
proceedings,
allowing the defendant an
attorney and the right to
cross-examine witnesses, at
preliminary hearings.
The decision came in a suit
challenging Florida court
rules allowing a defendant to
be jailed pending trial solely
on the strength of a criminal
information filed by a
prosecutor.
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Don A. Sparks
TOUCHDOWN’Yet another SJSU student lands on

visually spots the insects and
places his finger on the bug.
Plato tabulates the
number killed along with the
light conditions to determine
the natural selection rate.
Platos easy
Anderson said he believes
Plato is easy enough for a
child to use with the plasma
screen.
He described how an
elementary school child

could learn the difference
between a dog and a cat by
touching one of the animals
on the screen and having
Plato respond whether the
choice was correct or not.
Plato is technically a
terminal, not a computer. It
is hooked up to a lease line in
Minneapolis which transmits
much of Plato’s information
to him, according to Patricia

the moon.

Stadel, director of the SJSU
computer services.
"Most of the faculty hasn’t
seen such a sophisticated
terminal," Stadel said.
Many faculty members
may meet Plato sooner than
they want to. Anderson said
Plato can be used also for
"upgrading faculty" through
programming the terminal
to retrain teachers.

Leary to be freed Feb. 28
SACRAMENTO
(AP)
Former LSD cultist Timothy
Leary will be released from
California prison Feb. 28 but
he could face 10 more years
behind bars on a federal
drug charge, prison officials
said yesterday.
Leary, 54, a former
Harvard lecturer once
known as the "high priest of
LSD," has served more than
231 years on sentences of up
to 10 years for marijuana
possession and escape.
Leary faces a 10 -year
on a federal
sentence
smuggling
marijuana
conviction in Texas. Federal
officials have made no
comment on that case.
Leary has been in federal
custody since last May, but
authorities have kept his
secret.
whereabouts
Newspaper accounts have

said he has told authorities
about drug traffic and
radicals.
Neither Leary nor Hilliard
attended yesterday’s
hearing of the California
Adult
Authority.
No
statement was released on
either case.
But prisons spokesman
Phil Guthrie said officials in
I.eary’s case considered

the time he had done on a
relatively light-weight offense."
Leary gained notoriety in
the mid-1960s with his advice
to youth to "turn on, tune in
and drop out."
He was sentenced to
for
prison
California
marijuana possession in
1970, but escaped later that
year. Leary claimed the

escape was engineered by
the radical Weathermen.
He was recaptured three
years later getting off a
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Writing for the majority,
Justice Lewis F. Powell
noted that "pretrial confinement may imperil the
suspect’s job, interrupt his
source of income and impair
his family relationships."
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The
Supreme
Court
unanimously held that the
Fourth Amendment requires
a judicial determination that
the evidence against the
defendant is strong enough
to hold him for trial.
Potter
Justices
But
William
0.
Stewart,
Douglas, William J. Brennan
and Thurgood Marshall said
that the majority should not
have gone beyond that
holding "to specify those
procedural protections that
constitutionally need not be
accorded incarcerated
suspects awaiting trial."

WASHINGTON (AP(
British rock star Rod
Stewart was told he could
visit with President Ford’s
daughter Susan at the White
House but was unable to do
so, spokesmen said today.
Stewart, 30-year-old singer
for ’The Faces, was quoted
by London newspapers as
saying he met 17-year-old
Susan at his Washington
concert Saturday night and
dined with her at the White
House Monday. But a
spokesman for Stewart in
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some of Balgooyen’s activities. He is curre
using the new-found knowledge in tre
alcoholics at the Veteran’s Administr
hospital in Palo Alto.
"We’re trying to figure out ways in
alcoholics can get more ’in touch’ with
other. They tend to withdraw when
drinking problems increase," he said.
Included in the threapy are eye co
lessons. Balgooyen says alcoholics tend to a
meeting the eyes of others. During some o
verbal Synanon-style attack sessions, Balgo
calls attention to "dress, posture, gestures,
lots of attention to non-verbal elements."
After much resistance from administr
officials, Balgooyen began a course called
Verbal Communication at SJSU.
Balgooyen said the administration doubt
non-verbal communication was a legitiz
subject for academic study.
"They also felt that the class had se
overtones," Balgooyen added.
But since course was begun, there have
no reports of promiscuity. "There’s been not
like that at all," said Barbara Gillespie who
enrolled in the course.
Much of the suspicion of non-verbal s
comes from books like "Body Language." C
said the book lacked academic value.
"To read about who you can and who
cannot pick up at a party through the use of
language rubs me the wrong way," he sai
There is an unanswered question that mus
dealt with when and if non-verbal c
munication is developed
to any sort
preciseness. What kind of ethics should
required?
Jacob used his knowledge as a weapon,
like Balgooyen use it as a tool.
To know about non-verbal communication
be able to exercise a new kind of power. Fu
scientific study in this area will certainly af
the manner of man’s relation with other
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Company freezes bodies in hope of future life
Kit Frederic
Bay Area company is
zing bodies shortly after
h in hopes of someday
IgsBy
ing them back to life.
e profit organization,
Time Incorporated,
people into cryonic
Dension.
yonic suspension is the
of a body after it’s
perature is lowered to
, of liquid nitrogen, 196
rees below zero, cenade.
3efore 1970 there was
or little money invested
research of freezing
ions shortly after death,
since then there has been
-e than $5 million inted," said Jim Vaunt,
kesman for Trans Time
Drporated.
here have been 25
ents frozen since 1967,
ant said during a speech
)re a small group of
pie in a Sari Jose trailer
k recreation room last
k.
the
accomplish
o
cedure a body must be
led as soon as possible
? death, he explained.
he body should be
ered to zero degrees
tigrade to insure the least
ount of damage to the
Is and organs before
zing, said Vaunt.
bout 20 per cent of the
r cells can be destroyed
he freezing process, he
, but many organs can

survive with up to 40 per cent
damage.
"In spite of the best
have
we
techniques
available to us today, there
is still some damage before
and during the freezing
process," explained Vaunt.
There are over 1,000 U.S.,
British and Australian
members in the Cryonic
Society.
The Cryonic Society is a
non-profit organization interested in freezing bodies
shortly after death in hopes
of restoring them to active
life sometime in the future.
The process of bringing
people back to life is entirely
dependent
upon
future advances made in
medical science, according
to Vaunt.
They hope that frozen
bodies can be returned to life
sometime in the future, said
Vaunt.
The three -step process
which Trans Time Inc. now
uses gives most protection to
the brain, Vaunt said.
Animal sperm has been
used for artificial insemination after being
frozen for a number of years,
said Dr. Eugene Peake, staff
physician at the SJSU
Student Health Center.
Assuming medical science
continues to advance at its
present rate it may someday
be feasible to freeze someone
and then later revive him, he
added.

ediugatraps)
KDNESDAY
ung Socialist Alliance will
d a meeting at 12:30 p.m.
the S.U. Umunhum room.
elyn Reed will speak on
" recent book, "Woman’s
volution:
From
Aria rchal
Clan
to
triarchal Family."
e SJSU Sailing Team will
d a meeting in the S.U.
adalupe room at 8 p.m.
SU Sierra Club will meet
7:30 p.m. in the S.U.
cifica room. Slides of
xico will be shown.
IURSDA Y
e SJSU Sailing Club will
.et at 7:30 p.m. in the S.U.
iadalupe room.
e Christian
Science
ganization will meet at
10 p.m. in the Memorial
apel.
Student Association will
Id a meeting at 6:30 p.ni.

in the S.U. Umunhum room.
A film, "the Life of Carl
Jung," will be shown. Cost is
50 cents,
Gay Students Union will
meet at 8 p.m. in the S.U.
Almaden
room.
A
representative
of
the
American Civil Liberties
Union will speak on "law and
the Homosexual."
Campus Ambassadors will
hold a Bible Study at 11:30
a.m. in the S.U. Guadalupe
room.
FRIDAY
The Philosophy Department
Student-Faculty Colloquium
will meet at 3 p.m. in the
Home Economics lounge to
hear Bruce Aune, professor
the
at
of philosophy
of
University
Massachusetts, read a paper
titled "Three Theories of
Action."

VACUUM BOTTLETrans Time President Art Quaife inspects vacuum bottle where a human body may be frozen
Seven years ago scientists hours have been revived, he remained in this state for
Four hours, he explained.
were able to take the nucleus said.
The hamster was confrom an intestinal cell of a
Paul Segal, biochemist
dead frog and implant it in and graduate student at U.C. sidered medically dead,
the egg cell of a developing Berkeley, has done ex- according to Vaunt, but after
frog, Vaunt said.
periments with the golden
The new frog was in hamster in which the temidentical twin of the old frog, perature of the hamster was
he explained, except that its reduced to zero degrees
cells were young and centigrade, Vaunt said.
healthy.
Heartbeat and respiration
Presently, no mammals stopped at four degrees
SACRAMENTO (API - For
frozen for more than four centigrade. The animal
the first time in a year,
Californians used more
gasoline last December than
they did 12 months earlier,
state officials said Tuesday.
The Board of Equalization
said California drivers
bought 869 million gallons of
gasoline in December 1974
compared to 817 million
SJSU Vietnam -era for the maximum coverage gallons in December 1973, a
veterans are eligible for a is $3.40 for veterans aged 34
new low-cost Veterans and under and $6.80 for those
Insurance 35 and older.
Life
Group
( VG1.1 )-but only if they
Former servicemen may
apply before Aug. 1, 1975.
Veterans discharged from convert Servicemen’s Group
service between April 2, 1970 Life insurance to VGLI
medical
through July 31, 1974, are without
eligible for the program examination if applications
which has been desirned as are received within 120 days
"interim protection during of seperation. Applications
readjustment to civilian after that time must include
life," according to a evidence of good health. This
Veterans Administration requirement is waived for
veterans with VA -rated,
VA ) spokesman.
disabilVeterans not discharged service-connected
prior to Aug. 1, 1975 must ities.
apply for the VGI1 program
All completed forms and
through application forms
available at VA offices and premiums should be sent to
service the Office of Servicemen’s
veteran
organizations, according to Group Life Insurance, 212
Washington St., N.J. 07102.
the VA.
Nonrenewable, five-year
INI IM MOM OM
term coverage is availaNe in M
$5,000 increments up to
$20,000. Monthly premiums

when federal funding is
expected to be sharply
reduced.
Charlotte said she learned
of federal funding cutbacks
at a training workshop for
educators held recently in
Tucson.
A Department of Health,
Education and Welfare
( HEW) official, according to
Charlotte, told the workshop
audience, We are entering
seven lean years, after seven
years of fat."
Those at the workshop
were from a five-university
consortium
which
is
studying special training in
problems of aging persons.
HEW Grant
Time consortium ( SJSU,
Sari Diego State University,
University of Southern
California, University of
Arizona, University of
Hawaii, and UC Berkeley)
was given a grant by HEW’s
Administration on Aging to
promote cooperation of
educators
involved
in
gerontology.
Presently SJSU receives
no federal funds, with the
exception of the consortium
grant, so a funding cutback
would have no direct effect,
Charlotte said.
The consortium grant was
a stipend to cover the expenses of Barr, Russell,
Brown and Orr, who went to
Tucson along with Charlotte,
"It’s ( federal funding
cutback ) not cutting out
anything that’s been," she
said.

eventually allow mammals
to be revived sometime in
the future, he said.
The society feels that
medical science may also
advance far enough to
replace the whole organ
system and give the once
dead person a whole new
body," said Vaunt.
What will or will not
happen is entirely up to
in
interested
persons
medical science and those
cryonic
involved
in
suspension research, he
added.

SJSU vets receive
life insurance plan

IDAPEETE $CUDA
IEMCDM
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6.4 per cent increase.
December 1973 was the
first month to show a decline
in gas consumption in
California, because of the
energy crisis.

."

1111111300iCd
wpw.stf

Continued low gasoline
sales since then have been
attributed to higher gas
prices and the new 55 m.p.h.
speed limit.

WEIL

"It’s feasible" that at
some time in the future a
human body frozen in
cryonic suspension may be
brought back to life, said
Peake.
There is very little medical
information
on
the
rehabilitation and research
of frozen bodies, said Peake
during the impromptu
discussion at the campus
medical center.
It is a great idea for fiction
writers, he said, but very
little has been written on the
subject by scientists.

SEC THE SEA

State’s drivers using
more gasoline in ’75
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;JSU study on aging
:onsiders curriculum
By Nick Nasch
task force to "formulate
focus on aging" has been
-med at SJSU, according
Dr.
I.0 Charlotte,
sociate dean of the School
Applied Arts and Sciences
d task force chairwoman.
The task force hopes to
uge student interest on
rontology, the study of
ing and the problems of
e
aged,
Charlotte,
ofessor of recreation and
sure studies, said.
-Our task is to suggest
me kind of plan," she said.
may
force
ie
task
commend establishment
a major or minor in
Tontology or establishent of a "focus" such as is
ing done in women’s
idies, Charlotte said.
Maximize Resources
The task force hopes to
port "within a month" to
?an of Undergraduate
udies Richard Whitlock,
to had been consulted on
le best way to maximize
resent SJSU resources to
id in gerontology, Charlotte
id.
Other task force members
re Dr. Stephen Brown,
ome economics professor;
-. John Barr, counselor
dlucation professor; Dr.
obert Gliner, sociology
Dr.
Bonnie
rofessor;
grant project
ussell,
irector in the Recreation
Studies
Leisure
nd
/epartment; and Dr. Ronald
tabedeau, Psychology
?partment chairman.
The establishment of the
sk force comes at a time

its temperature was raised
to normal it revived and
resumed its prior activity.
It is still alive today, he
added.
The freezing process used
now, Vaunt said, is a
stairstep process whereby a
salt solution of water and
dimethysuloxide ( DMSO) is
pumped into the body while
the blood is simultaneously
pumped out.
The DMSO solution forces
water out of the cell membranes into the surrounding
capillaries, he explained.
After freezing, the body is
placed in a container
resembling a vacuum bottle
and immersed in liquid
nitrogen, Vaunt said.
The body is stored in an
upside down position to insure that the brain will
remain frozen longest if, for
some reason, the nitrogen
level gets low, he explained.
Under ideal conditions the
body can be prepared for
freezing in about 20 minutes,
said Vaunt.
The Cryonic Society is
optimistic that research will

But a funding cutback
would decrease chances of
SJSU offering a major andor minor in gerontology or
establishing a gerontology
center, something which
other consortium members
have, according to Charlotte.
Some grants are received
by SJSU to administer
California Office on Aging’s
efforts to train and keep up
to date personnel of state and
local agencies involved in
problems of the aged, she
said.
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Student rates for
your typing
needs.
A) We have new and
reconditioned type machine
plus ribbons for any type of
typewriter.
B) If you need servicing, we
have expert hands that will
guarantee your satisfaction.
C) Visit us MondayFriday
from 8:30-5:00 pm or call
us at 294-2091.
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Dancers to

I

Spartan Daily

hold clinic,

arts

perform
The Black Dimensions
Dance Theatre, a Bay Area
dance company and school,
will be on campus tomorrow
for an afternoon workshop
perand an evening
formance.
Public invited
The free workshop will be
from 2 to 3:30 p.m. ni the
S.U. Ballroom and the public
is invited to bring dance
attire and join in. There will
be an 8 p.m. show in Morris
Dailey Auditorium which
will cost $1.50 for students
and $2.50 general admission.
The three-woman, twoman troupe incorporates
African drama and music
into its performances. They
recognize dance as a performing art but also "perceive dance as an excellent
medium for the expression of
historical and cultural information."
Harrison toured Africa
Eiander Barnes Harrison,
leader,
group’s
the
researched music and dance
while touring Africa and
Haiti and is a professional
choreographer.
The co-director of Black
Dimensions is Deborah
Brooks Vaughn, who also
toured West Africa and is
now teaching at S.F. State
and Contra Costa College.

SINGER, SONGWRITER, ACTOR -Tim Buckley will perform at the Joint Effort Coffee House Thursday night.

Volume shook the walls

S.F. crowd loves Buckley
By Gay Gasser
"Ladies and gentlemen,
get your hands together for a
Tim
very fine young man
Buckley!"
The picturesque Great
American Music Hall in San
Francisco held about 500
people Saturday night. They
had come to see Tim
Buckley, singer, songwriter,
actor, and colorful rock
figure.
When he was finally introduced, they didn’t just
applaud. They howled. They
screamed. They whistled.
They stomped.
And when Buckley came
on stage, he did the same
things.

The volume shook the
mirror-lined walls and
smoke obscured the candlelit
tables as Buckley slithered
through his hour-long performance. Dressed in skintight black pants and shirt,
he caressed his guitar,
wiggled his pelvis, closed his
eyes, and played his voice.
Lyrics unimportant
Yes, he really does some
incredibly inhuman things
with his vocal cords. Buckley
believes that lyrics are
unimportant and that the
voice is as much an instrument as the guitar is.
He yells, whispers, moans,
growls, squeaks, gasps,
yodels, croons, mumbles,

Buckley is a seasoned
and chants.
What comes out doesn’t performer who has been on
necessarily always sound the touring-recording circuit
melodious, but his audiences for nine years. His fourth
album, "Look at the Fool,"
lap it up.
There
is
really no was recently released.
Buckley’s San Francisco
categorizing
him.
Sometimes he echoes of the performance was preceded
old
Elvis
Presley, with a warm-up by a multisometimes he is Bob Dylan. talented quintet called
There is a trace of Roger "Leila and Company." The
Miller, a hint of Harry less-than -ideal acoustics
marred their intelligibility,
Nilsson.
stone-faced but they boasted a vibes
Buckley’s
band blends into the player with incredible
background, giving him dexterity and versatility.
His name was Brian
practically the whole stage
and certainly the entire Atkinson and he doubled on
audience. The songs are brass. The keyboard man,
strung together and laced Brian Cook, was equally
with the solid sort of beat amazing. The band’s sound
that compels you to get up was reminiscent of the old
Brasil ’66 style and was
and move.
soothing and sweet.
Enthusiastic encore
Tim Buckley is not for the
Francisco
The
San
audience gravitated to meek, nor for the mood
Buckley’s energy and his music daydreamer. You
bizarre vocal manipulations. might say he is for the hard
After he left the stage, the of hearing. But his style is
insistent clapping forced him very much his own and he is
back for a final number. very effective.
Buckley will be appearing
Sweat pouring down his face,
he launched into the last at the Joint Effort Coffee
song with as much en- House this Thursday night
thusiasm as he had the first. with Merl Saunders.

By Gay Gasser
If you’re looking for a nice
juicy dirty book, don’t buy
Erica Jong’s "Fear of
Flying."
The promotional spiels are
misleading. The book jacket
dazzingly
"a
says
uninhibited novel that exposes a woman’s most intimate sexual feelings." The
publicity claims that it will
"scare any male who
believes women don’t think
like that."
It’s true that there is sex in
the book - quite a bit, in fact.
The scenes are relatively
unexplicit, though, and in the
light of what is being
published along those lines,
"Flying" doesn’t unveil any
revelations about the sexual
intricacies of females or
males.
The big surprise of this
book, which has been a
sounded on his Ten Years bestseller for umpteen
months, is that it is very
After albums.
The inability to afford well-written.
First novel
tickets,
pre -conceived
This is Jong’s first novel
notions about the quality of
the show or the lack of in- and it is an insightful, enhappy -sad
spiration on the part of the tertaining,
talent may have kept the autobiographical look into
evening from being a suc- the life of a young Jewish
woman. She is no different
cess.
This reviewer left halfway from millions of other young
through Lee’s set to spend women.
Isadora (as she is called)
my night more wisely. I
recalls her childhood in
slept.
flashbacks featuring the
child barricading herself in
the bathroom or screeching
at her sister across the
dinner table. She retreats
into fantasies, writes poetry,
dreams, has a couple of
affairs, and runs across the
sea to return to her husband.
Unglamorous encounters
Did astronauts visit the
The descriptions of sexual
earth 40,000 years ago?
"encounters" are very Jong
Tonight’s Wednesday
surely
she
has
flick, "Chariots of the (for
Gods," is a documentary established a trademark by
based
on
Erich
von now). They are simple,
Daniken’s controversial blatant, and sometimes so
unglamorous that they leave
book by the same name.
The much-discussed 1973 the reader disappointed and
movie attempts to link von yearning for the romanDaniken’s discoveries to the ticism and surrealism of a
existence of beings from
other planets centuries ago.
The film will be shown at 7
and 10 p.m. in Morris Dailey
Auditorium and will cost 50
cents.

in Winterland concert

MALCOLM X -Lamont Allen talks about the role of the
black entertainer and athlete in America during the University of Santa Clara production of "El Hajj Malik," the life
story of Malcolm X.

Powerful production
of life of Malcolm X
By Carson Mouser
From the first shouts of
"Malcolm" to the final
explosive
assassination
scene "El Hajj Malik" is a
powerful tracing of Malcolm
X’s life.
The N. R. Davidson Jr.
play opened last Thursday
night at the Lifeboat studio
theater for a four-night run.
It was co-produced by the
University of Santa Clara
Ethnic Studies Department
and Theater Arts Department as part of the
university’s Black History
Week observation.
Giving the production its
power was an impressive all
black cast of six men and
four women, each of whom
assumed the role of Malcolm
at some point in the play.
Davidson wove together
Malcolm’s
of
portions
autobiography, speeches and
an interview with Kenneth B.
Clark in his text.
The sell out audience was
silent throughout the twohour tracing of Malcolm’s
early
his
from
life
recollections of his father’s

murder, his treatment as a
pet in a white foster home,
Boston and Harlem street
life, prison, and finally his
leading role as spokesman in
the civil rights movement in
the early 60’s.
Two musical numbers
aided the cast in describing
and characterizing black
Boston and Harlem as the
cast lindy-hopped and jitterbugged to Duke Ellington
and Count Basie.
The cast members were:
Lamont
Allen,
Cedric
Brown, faculty member
Cyril Edwards, Dexter R.
Galloway,
Deborah J.
Hampton, John A. Hitchcock, Vernon Houston,
Margaret F. Jones, Yvonne
R. McGinnis and Brian K.
Shaw.
Directing the production
was Sandra L. Richards,
director West Coast Black
Repertory Theatre. The
dance
numbers
were
choreographed by
Les
Williams,
a
leading
authority and exponent of
jazz dance in the United
States.

accounts

have

Wed. Flicks
to screen
’Chariots’

good dirty French novel.
She describes her second
husband:
"Bennett Wing appeared
as if in a dream. On the wing,
you might say. Tall, goodinscrutably
looking,
Oriental. Long thin fingers,
hairless balls, a lovely
swivel to his hips when he
screwed
at which he
seemed to be absolutely
indefatigable. But he was
also mute and at that point
his silence was music to my
ears. How did I know that a
few years later I’d feel like I
was fucking Helen Keller?"
More interesting than
Isadora’s search for the
"zipless fuck" ( which is the
book’s recurring theme) is
her search for her identity.
Deep thinker
Jong has interwoven
childhood, personal
relationships, solitude,
humor, tears, hope, and
confusion into a tapestry that
we can all recognize.
Her intra-coital musings
run the gamut from an
examination of the institution of marriage to
world history.
"What infuriated me most,
I think, was the way the
Germans changed their
protective coloration, the
way they talked peace and
humanitarianism, the way
they all claimed to have
fought on the Russian front.
It was their hypocrisy I
abhorred, at least if they’d
come out openly and said
’We loved Hitler,’ one might
their
weighed
have
humanity with their honesty
and perhaps forgiven them"
Unstructured plot
The book might be
criticized for its unstructured plot line and
sometimes-confusing train
of thought.
It’s about religion. It’s
about love. It’s about anger,
apathy, death, self-respect,
boredom, fantasy, and
futility. Largely, as the title

PRE-LAW STUDENTS

Register Now for April or July LSAT Review Course

MAXIMIZE YOUR LSAT SCORE
Instruction in exam-taking techniques used successfully by
California pre-law students. Taught for over three years in
San Francisco and Berkeley by practicing lawyers....COST

$ae.

t

Course for April 19 LSAT starts April 2
Course for July 26 LSAT starts July 9

Call (415) 433-5805 for complete information, or Write: 235 Montgomery St. Suite
710, San Francisco 94104
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Dimensions on the recent
Marvin Gaye show in
Oakland.
Tickets are available both
at the AS. Business Office
and at the door.

*

*

*

COPY -RIGHT

XEROX
COPIES
Student -Faculty Special

3 cents ,
’Reg 4 cents’
Offer good ’til June 20

I

Show S.J. State I.D.

suggests, its about fear.
Isadora fears flying in both
the literal and the figurative
sense. Most of us do.

4% S. Murphy
Sunny vale
732-2679
AN Hours 8 30-530/’
Sal 9-3

.0"

MODERNE DRUG CO.
ANTHONY CAMPAGNA, JR,
Professional Pharmacists

OPEN UNTIL

MIDNIGHT
2nd and Santa Clara Streets
Phone 998-8800
San Jose

VOLKSWAGEN
SPECIAL
1. Tune-up
2. Adjust valves
3. Check compression
4. Adjust carburetor
5. Set timing
6. Change oil
7. Lubrication
8. 4 new spark plugs

NO RAISE IN PRICES

9. 3 quarts of oil

FOR OVER ONE YEAR

10. New points

$29.95

il. Adjust brakes

12 Check transmission
fluid -add
13. Check brake fluid -add
14. Check battery fluid -add

Just mention
this ad

THE INFLATION BEATER
HOURS:
Mon - Fri. 7:30- 4:0

SPARTAN MOBIL
IMPORTED CAR SERVICE
Next to 7 11
214-156?

Ilth sect San Canes

POCKET BILLIARDS CLASS
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Newspaper

The emphasis of tomorrow
night’s show will be on
African -Haitian dance,
modern jazz, and modern
dance techniques. A similar
show was presented by the

Jong’s ’Fear of Flying’
sensitive, well -written

Alvin Lee flat, listless
By Alfred J. Bru
When the rock and roll is
blaring, the Winterland
Arena in San Francisco is
usually bustling with wall to
wall people having a good
time.
Well, the rock and roll was
blaring Friday night at
Winterland but the people
there were hard to find.
The balcony was closed
and a small handfull
gathered about the stage
leaving the arena about 80
per cent empty.
The wrong address?
Wrong place? No, this was
Winterland.
And yet it could just as
well have been a local club
show in Milpitas. The appearance of headliner Alvin
Lee would have gone just as
unnoticed.
This was the same Lee who
once played to 500,000 at
Woodstock.
Before Lee’s appearance,
the opening act, Raw Soul,
tried to muster that ole areya-feelin’-alright
atmosphere. They failed.
Combating the powers of
boredom, I found myself
hoping that Lee would
salvage the evening.
Unfortunately,
Lee
sounded as bored and
languid on stage as he

BLACK DIMENSIONS -Troupe uses dance to express Black history and culture. They I
will perform in Morris Dailey Auditorium.

1

Information at the desk
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Mondays (Feb. 24May 5)
4-6 pm
Taught by Professional Instructor
Hat Mix
Signups at the AS Business Office
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ANOTHER FIRST FROM THE WHEREHOUSE.
DON’T PAY TICKET PRICE
APPLY TODAY

NOW WITH THIS FREE DISCOUNT CARD
You can save ANOTHER BUCK off of our already low
discount prices on any LP or tape with a ticket price
of $4.00 or more.
To receive your FREE Faculty Student Discount
Card, simply fill out the application below, take to
your nearest Wherehouse store, or mail to the address shown.

Since you don’t have the card yet, we’ll let you have one
shot at the discount by using this ad. Check the price
schedule below, and bring this ad in now!
You may apply for the discount card at any time, but the
"with this ad" discount offer, expires February 27, 1975

JOE Q. STUDENT
123 456 789 012

Not applicable to Adam VIII or K -Tel Records
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140"4nd

CHICK COREA
"RETURN TO FOREVER"
HERBERT VON KARAJAN
"OE TEMPORUM FINE COMOEOIA"
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BOB DYLAN
"BLOOD ON THE TRACKS"

1/0

Mfg.
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PLUS ALL THE OTHER GREAT LP’S
ON THESE FINE LABELS

UA/BLUE NOTE

GREAT NEW RELEASES

Our
Reg.

NOW SAVE
ANOTHER BUCK
WITH THIS AD

THE AVERAGE WHITE BAND
"AWB

JETHRO TULL
"WAR CHILO"

DOBBIE BROTHERS
"VICES ARE HABITS"

4.96

LINDA RONSTADT
"HEART LIKE A WHEEL"

JONI MITCHELL
MILES OF AISLES"

JOHN DENVER
"GREATEST HITS"

POPULAR SELLING HITS
prices too!

NEIL SEDAKA
"SE DAKA’S BACK"

HN ENTWISTLE
"MAO DOG"

113.;TWLTLF,’

OX
RICHARD TORRANCE
"BELLE OF THE BULL"

OLIVIA NEWTON JOHN
’HAVE YOU NEVER BEEN MELLOW.

.

PLUS EVERY OTHER LP IN STOCK
INCLUDING BIG HITS LIKE

DISCOUNT

Save another buck on higher

0

OHIO PLAYERS
"FIRE"

ELTON JOHN
GREATEST HITS
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ELTON JOHN
"EMPTY SKY"
OLIVIA NEWTON JOHN
"IF YOU LOVE ME LET ME KNOW"
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....
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records

For your FREE card, fill out this form and take to any
WHEREHOUSE store, including

Date
Faculty or
Student ID #

NAME
SCHOOL
ADDRESS AT SCHOOL
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ZIP

STATE

HOME ADDRESS
CITY
PHONE

records
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STATE
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SIGN A TURE
Please allow at least 6 weeks for processing.

SAN JOSE
395 S. Winchester Blvd.
San Jose, Calif. 95128
14081 296-9636

SAN JOSE
1029 Blossom Hill Road
San Jose, Calif.
14081 267-2050

SAN MATEO
1934 El Camino Real
San Mateo, Calif. 94403
1415/ 341-6505

MOUNTAIN VIEW
1915 El Camino Real
Mountain View, Calif. 94040
1415) 961-9882

SAN LORENZO
17900 Hesperian Blvd.
San Lorenzo, Calif. 94580
14151 276-9942

or mail to: THE WHEREHOUSE, 14100 S. Kingsley Dr.,
Gardena, California 90249, Attn: College Dept.
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San Diego ’Revenge’ hits cagers
"Montezuma’s Revenge"
proved to be as harmful for
SJSU’s basketball team as
diarrhea is for the average
person.
"Montezuma’s Revenge"
was what San Diego State
people were calling the
PCAA basketball showdown
between the Spartans and
Aztecs last Thursday in San
Diego.
But the Spartans had a
the
severe strain of
"re % enge" and not only got
bombed by SDSU 95-77, but
also were weak enough to
drop an 81-79 overtime loss to
Cal State Fullerton Saturday
night.
San Jose had knocked off
the Aztecs 77-73 on its home
Spartan Gym floor in a
regionally televised game
the previous Saturday, but
any resemblence between
the team that played that
day and the one that got
bombed in San Diego was
incidental.
’Title hopes slim
And because of the backup
in their systems, SJSU hopes
for a PCAA title went down
the drain. The Spartans are
now 4-3 in the PCAA, compared to SDSU’s 6-1 and
Long Beach State’s 4-2.
San Diego State now has a
two-game lead over SJSU

Spartan Daily

sports
with only three remaining.
SJSU meets Long Beach
tomorrow night in Civic
Auditorium, and if the
Spartans beat I.BSU and
SDSU knocks off Fullerton
Saturday, the Aztecs will
clinch a tie for the crown.
After the first three
minutes in San Diego, the
Spartans might as well have
packed their bags and
moved on to Fullerton.
SJSU blown out
Before a vociferous home
throng of over 3,000, San
Diego blew to a 15-2 lead. San
Jose never got closer than
nine the rest of the half. If
Ron Fair hadn’t gotten hot,
San Jose might not have
broken 20 at half.
Fair pumped in seven
jumpers and at one point had

scored 15 of 19 points for
SJSU. None of the other
Spartans played well, and
they trailed 48-35 at halftime.
The Aztecs increased their
lead to 22 in the last half, but
SJSU did rally to within 12.
But the Spartans blew a
cripple layup and fell back
quickly.
Spartans’ play not smart
against
play
SJSU’s
Fullerton was anything but
smart and some shoddy
officiating didn’t help. San
Jose held a three-point lead
with 0:56 left, but blew it.
"I’ve said it all along, we are
not a machine," said coach
Ivan Guevara. "But when we
play smart and together, we
can play most of the teams
on our schedule tough."
Team captain Don Orn-

dorff, the one real cool head
SJSU has, fouled out after
the three point lead. He had
been trying to cover for one
of his teammates, something
he had to do often.
Crucial layup missed
A free throw cut the
margin to two, and then the
Spartans again missed an
uncontested layup, which
would have clinched the win.
Fullerton intercepted a
poor pass and called timeout
with 0:06 left. Tarras Young,
who was nine of 12 from the
floor, canned a 20-foot bomb
to send the game into OT.
The officiating left a little
bit to be desired against
Fullerton, but Guevara
wouldn’t blame them.
’Gambled and lost’
"We could have overcome

the officiating with smart
play," said Guevara. "We
had the game won. We didn’t
have to gamble, but we did
and lost."
The San Diego loss was the
only game all year that SJSU
had been blown out of. Allen
Bunting came off the bench
to kill the Spartans with a
game-high 23 tallies.
He proved to be an able
sixth man Saturday night
also, topping SDSU with 20
points in its 78-70 win over
UOP.
Rick Darnell was high
man against Fullerton with
18, but his non-scoring effort
vs. SDSU was a major factor
in being blown out.
Hogue’s good ’D’
Fair’s 17 led SJSU, but he
only scored two in the last
half against the Aztecs. Earl
Hogue contributed 14 points
spectacular
and some
defensive plays, but it just
wasn’t enough.
With some impressive play
in their final three games,
the Spartans could conceivably get a bid to either
the commissioner’s tourney
in St. Louis or the National
Invitational Tournament in
New York City.
But even Jimmy the
Green would give odds on
that right now.

49ers tab Spartan QB

Kimball signs contract
By Steve Lopez
Somebody once said, "Better late than
never."
Craig Kimball, SJSU’s varsity quarterback of three seasons, couldn’t agree
more.
The 6-foot-1, 185-pound senior waited for a
phone call Feb. 28 and 29. The National
Football League draft of college players was
held those two days, and SJSU’s all-time
leader in passing and total offense had good
reason to sit by his phone.
It never rang. The man who passed for
6,139 yards and 50 touchdowns as a Spartan
was overlooked by the pros.
Didn’t give up
But Kimball didn’t give up. He continued
working out to keep himself in shape while
some close friends of his attempted to get
him signed as a free agent.
His phone finally rang Friday. It was two
weeks late, but Kimball wasn’t about to
hang up on the party at the other end of the
line. The man speaking was a scout for the
San Francisco 49ers.
"He said, ’Do you wanna play ball,’ and I
said you’re a very pleasant voice to hear,"
Kimball said.
"He told me to come on up. I got there 45
minutes early."

Kimball said he signed a basic player
contract and received a small bonus, but
was just happy to get the chance to play. He
didn’t disclose the terms.
"It was really a big surprise. I hadn’t
really given up, but morally, f thought it was
all over. A couple of my buddies picked me
up and got my feet back on the ground,"
Kimball said.
The 49er signal-calling corps consists of
veterans Norm Snead and Steve Spurrier,
and Tom Owen who took the helm last year
as a rookie. Quarterback Rich Worley,
whom the 49ers drafted from Howard Payne
University, opted to sign a contract with the
Canadian Football League.
"I’ll go up there ( the 49er .office) every
other weekend just to get familiar. I’ll just
hang around the place and maybe work out
and meet as many people as I can," said
Kimball.
McBee his neighbor
"I can work out with Ike McBee, too, he’s
my next door neighbor."
McBee, who along with Kimball rewrote
the passing yardage record book at SJSU,
was picked in the 11th round by the San
Diego Chargers.
Kimball completed 485 passes at SJSU,
ranking him seventh on the all-time NCAA
career completions list.

Craig Kimball a 49er

Female cage team uses togetherness,
tough defense in edging Reno, 48-46
By Nick Nasch
"Together!"
That’s what the SJSU
women’s basketball team
shouts in unison at the end of
a huddle before taking the
court at the start of a half or
after a timeout.
That also is the way it
played in defeating the
University of Nevada-Reno,
48-46, in overtime (0T) last
Saturday in the Women’s
Gym. The women are now 51 on the season.
Playing
good
team
defense, the Spartans, with
the score tied at 46, kept
Reno from getting off a shot
in the alloted 30 seconds on
two consecutive possessions
in the overtime.
In the Spartans’ ensuing
trip down court after Reno’s
second 30-second violation,
Lori Palmquist hit a 10footer from the left side with
1:49 left in the OT to give
SJSU the game.
The game was termed
mi in

"rough" by SJSU coach
Carolyn Lewis and the lead
changed hands seven times
and there were 11 ties.
The Spartans almost didn’t
give Palmquist a chance for
her heroics, as they trailed
by as much as eight, 39-31,
with only 6:50 left in the
second half.
In the next three minutes,
SJSU reeled off nine straight
points to lead, 40-39. In that
spurt Mary Cortese scored
two
baskets,
Debbie
Malchow one and Lori Hogan
added three free throws.
Reno then scored twice to
lead 43-40, before Hogan’s
basket cut the lead to one, 4342, with 1:15 remaining.
Reno connected on two
free throws with 0:31 to go in
the half, giving them threepoint lead.
Lewis called time out and
whatever she told the
Spartans seemed to give
them a lift.
With nine second left in

No solim
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regulation,
Cortese,
streaked past the Reno
defenders to score a layup,
cutting the deficit to one, 4544.
Malchow steals ball
On Reno’s trip down court
after
Cortese’s
hoop,
Malchow with help from
Palmquist and
Sheryl
Petersen, stole the ball with
two seconds left, was fouled
and given two free throws.
Malchow, the second
tallest team member at 5foot-10, missed the first
charity toss.
Malchow’s second attempt
missed, but in the tangle of
arms and bodies groping for
the rebound, Hogan was
fouled giving SJSU a second
life.
The tallest Spartan at 5-

foot-11, Hogan cooly hit the them in the second half, and
first free throw tying the Malchow finished with eight.
"We haven’t played in
score at 45 and sending her
teammates into leaps of joy. three weeks and this affected
But she missed the second us," Lewis said of her team’s
sending the game into effort. "We shot poorly, only
overtime.
20 per cent in the first half."
In the SJSU-Reno game,
Reno and SJSU traded free
throws in the first 40 seconds the Spartans won 30-25,
of overtime, before the upping their season record to
Spartans’ fine defensive 3-1.
Patti McBride’s free throw
efforts set up Palmquist’s
put the JVs ahead to stay, 24game winner.
Malchow controlled a 23, with 6:44 to go in the
crucial jump ball with 15 game. She scored the last six
second left in the game, with SJSU points, all of them
Cortese finally getting coming on close-in shots.
control of the ball and being
fouled with one second left.
Hogan top scorer
Hogan lead all Spartan
scorers with 18 points, 12 in
the second half. Cortese
added 10 points, eight of
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LOOSE BALLEarl Hogue (44) has the inside track as he muscles past San Diego St
Will Connelley (45). Rick Darnell (on floor), Don Orndorff and the Aztec’s Mark Delt
try for the ball.

Spartan netters
host tournament
By Ross Farrow
If it weren’t for the
supremecy of the defending
NCAA champion Stanford
Cardinals, the Spartan
tennis team could see a
championship in the horizon.
But they will probably
have to settle for a battle for
second with Cal in the
Northern California Intercollegiate Tournament.
The tourney starts today at
1 p.m. on the SJSU tennis
courts at Humboldt and S.
10th streets. Action will
continue tomorrow and
Friday at 1 p.m., with the
finals Saturday at noon.
The 19th ranked Spartans
will have the fifth, seventh
and eighth seeds in singles
play, and the third and
fourth seeds in doubles.
Stanford is the only school
with higher-rated players
than SJSU in the tourney.
John
Cards’
The
Whitlinger, defending NCAA
singles champion, is the No.
1 seed and is favored to win
the tourney crown.
Nick
Delaney,
Jim
Saviano and Pat Dupre, all
from Stanford, take the next
three seeds. Hank Pfister is
the highest-rated Spartan,
ranked fifth.
The next three seeds are
Bill Maze of Stanford and
Joe Meyers and Tim McNeil
of SJSU.
Pfister and Bob Hansen
are third-seeded in doubles
and Meyers and Andy Moffat
are fourth. The first two
seedings in doubles are
Saviano and Mark Mitchell
of Stanford and Maze and
Perry Wright, also from the
talent-laden Cards.
Pfister, a junior college
transfer from Bakersfield,
won the singles title at the
San Joaquin Challenge Cup
in Stockton Monday. He
defeated Chris Chapin of
Walnut Creek, 6-1, 6-4.
played
never
"I’ve
anybody who has hit the ball
so hard and so well," said
Chapin.

t
dl
a

Pfister was unseeded in
the tournament which was
not a school event, said
Spartan
coach
Butch
Krikorian.
Krikorian participated in
the tourney, losing to DOD
Gale of Mountain View in the
men’s 45 finals, 6-1, 3-6, 6-0.
McNeil, along with former
Canada College teammate
Dennis Gibson, reached the
doubles final before losing to
Chapin and Chip Fisher, 6-1,
6-2.
Every SJSU player except
Moffatt participated in
Stockton, and everyone
except Hansen reached the
quarter finals, according to
Krikorian.
Meyers is the No. I seed on
the Spartans, "but that could
change next week," said
Krikorian. Pfister is No. 2,
followed by McNeil, Hansen,
Moffat and John Hursh.
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Spartans strand base-runners;
lose to Santa Clara in 14th, 5-1

Ken Hively

I RSTSpartan Wally Taylor slides safely into third base in Saturday’s 4-1 14 inning loss to Santa Clara.
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By Steve Koppes
The San Jose State varsity
baseball team gave Santa
Clara University one too
many chances Saturday and
the Broncos finally took
advantage. SCU erupted for
four runs in the 14th inning
en route to a 5-1 victory over
the Spartans at Municipal
Stadium before about 300
fans.
The Spartans squandered
numerous
scoring
opportunities in a game that
kept two perfect records
intact. SJSU is without a win
in two outings and SCU has
yet to lose in four games this
season.
Brown loses
The losing hurler for the
Spartans was Kirk Brown
who was the fourth SJSU
pitcher in the three hour and

SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Two San Francisco Giants
minds
changed
their
Tuesday about going into
arbitration to settle salary
disputes, leaving the world
champion Oakland A’s as the
only baseball team in the
field.
Outfielder Garry Maddox,
scheduled for a Tuesday
arbitration hearing, sent
word through his agent that
he would prefer to continue
negotiations. The Giants
okayed his request and the
hearing was called off.
Relief pitcher Randy
Moffitt agreed to contract
terms.
Sal Bando, the A’s captain
and third baseman, was
scheduled to go head-to-head
with owner Charles 0. Finley
in a $25,000, winner-take-all
argument over the arbitration table Wednesday
afternoon.
PRECISION AND GRACESpartan gymnast Mike Grimm shows his form on the pommel
horse. He took third in the all-around in last Saturday’s win over Sacramento State.

1 GREAT NEED EXISTS
You can help others
by donating blood plasma.
LIFELINE
BIOLOGICALS
is offering
$16-70 a month.
If you are between
18 and 60, call or
come by weekdays.

LIFELINE BIOLOGICALS

HENRY’S :

:

at the corner of

Story & King Rds.

-39.95
TV’s
5.00
Mattresses
Old dressers
39.95
it Kz Chests
and much, much
!
more!

10 % Off
to SJSU students -a

The Spartan rugby team
won two games last week
one CP the field and one off.
The ruggers beat the Santa
Rosa Rugby Club, 23-12, last
Saturday on a muddy, wet
field at Sonoma State
College.
Earlier in the week, IA’
Santa
Cruz
officially
defaulted their scheduled
match of Jan. 18 with SJSU,
because the game could not
be rescheduled.
Terry Buchanan, Spartan
player-coach, said Santa
Cruz preferred to "give the
game to SJSU rather than
put their team on the line."
The wins give the Spartan
side a season record of 5-0.
Floyd McGaughy, Steve
Zanatell, Jack Keenan and
Jay Hummel each scored a
try against Santa Rosa.

BATS. iBay Area Touring
Side) at 1 p.m. at South
Campus.

with this ad
926-4330
.1.-4.4.111.

HIMALAYA
flti IMPORTS
Select treasures from
around the world: clothing,
iewelry. and tapestries.
Featuring authentic arti-facts from 37 different
countries. Each item is
specially selected for originality, quality,and superb
workmanship.

This Saturday the Spartans, considered the top
collegiate side in the Bay
Area, will take on the

Discount with Student
Body Card and Ad
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go ahead.
Dick had five takedowns,
four escapes and one near
fall enroute to a 17-3 win and
a superior decision.
Fresno won the next five
matches. Dean Prescott
1158 ) and Mario Rodriquez
(1771 both lost close contests.
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*
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GOING SKIING

TUNE-UP

In another repeat of
history, the quartet of Rudy
Guevara (118 pounds);
Eddie Ortiz (126); Greg Hill
(134); and Steve Dick (142)
won their matches for the
third straight meet.

Maddocks made a wide
turn around second and the
Broncos threw behind him,
nailing the Spartan trying to
scamper back to the bag.

************ *Or*
1

SPRING SEMESTER

as grapplers beat Fresno

After falling behind 2-0 in
the first period, Halbleib
outscored his opponent 9-4 to
win the decision and knot the
team score at 16.

The Spartans were afforded an opportunity to put
the game away in the ninth
inning when third sacker
Gary Maddocks led off with
a single. Dave Ius was
caught looking at a called
third strike before Tom
Henningson bounced a single
into left field.

In the Spartan half of the
11th, Maddocks came up
with a one-out single, his
second hit of the game. Ius
followed Maddocks to the
plate and drew a walk. That
brief rally was snuffed when
Henningson hit into a tailormade double play.

DURING

History repeats itself
Guevar and Ortiz both took
matches that were close at
the end of the second period
and turned them into routs in
the third period.
Hill was losing, 7-4, after
two periods, but used an
escape, a penalty, and a
takedown in the third period

Both runners moved up a
base on a wild pitch by Bill
Harris and Espino scored
when Mike Page hit a 2-2
pitch for a sacrifice fly to
center. Guardino was left
stranded on third when Dave
Jose grounded back to the
Bronco pitcher.

No Giants Spartan ruggers
in salary
hearings

History has a habit of
repeating itself, but usually
not as rapidly as it did to the
wrestling team.
Last week Joe Halbeilb
provided the winning points
in a victory over Stanford.
Against Fresno State last
Saturday Halbeilb was
switched from the 190-1b.
division to heavyweights.
But the magic didn’t leave
him.
Fresno was leading 16-13
when Halbeilb stepped in to
wrestle the final match.

game.
forty -five-minute
Brown was charged with
four runs on four hits including the game’s only
extra-base hit, a double by
Rick Vujovich that tallied
two runs. Brown had held the
Broncos hitless in the 12th
and 13th innings before
tiring.
Steve Gorden -Forbes
started for SJSU and
surrendered a lone run on
three hits. The run he
allowed stood up until State
tied the game in the eighth
inning.
Spartan rally
John Guzman led off the
Spartan eighth with a walk
but was forced out by Bill
Espino. Rick Guardino,
hitting for John Laubhan,
lined a single to left with
Espino stopping at second.

EASTRIDGE SHOPPING CENTER
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STUDEN1
SPECIAL

campus briefs
"Time on the Cross," by
Richard Fogel and Stanley
Engerman will be discussed
at the faculty book talk today
at 12:30 p.m. in the staff
cafeteria.
The book is an attack on
the social sciences for their
unscientific portrayal of
American Negro slavery.
The authors maintain that
slavery was a much more
benign institution than has
been thought.
The staff cafeteria is room
A of the Student Activities
Building across from the
Student Union.
Igoe..
Evelyn Reed, socialist,
anthropologist and feminist,
will speak on "Woman’s
Human
and
evolution
the S.U.
in
Nature"
Umunhum room at 12:30
today. Reed will discuss the
myth of the eternal and
preordained patriarchy.
L_orren Au

"NEW GAMES" at SJSU: San Francisco’s Burton
Naiditch brought his repertoire of New Games to SJSU

last Saturday. Among the games: Big Ball, Orbit, DhoDho-Dho and British Bulldog (above).

Topics on American history
will be discussed by
Dr. Earl Pomeroy, one of the
nation’s
top
history
professors, on Thursday.

Pomeroy will discuss
"Spanish American War and
Its results" at 9:30 a.m. in
DMH 241; "Fresh Topics for
Research in American
History and New Insights on
the American Conservation
Movement, 1870-1920" at
12:45 p.m. in BC14; and
"Reflections on Early
America
and
Today’s
Emerging Nations" at 2 p.m
in DMH 150.
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Dr. James Sawrey
Like the preacher who
saves himself while trying to
save the congregation, he
said, he went on to higher
education after trying to
convince his students to do
SO.

"I have been called a
’workaholic’ by some of my
colleagues," said Telford,
who took between 20 and 24
units each semester while

an
unenrolled
as
the
dergraduate
at
University of Idaho.
Today, more students are
seeking specific vocational
objectives, said Telford
when questioned about the
drop in full time enrollemnt
IFTEI at SJSU.
Most students looking for
jobs in the social sciences, he
said, must go on to graduate
school "which is a long
haul."
"Three or four years ago
most students were out to see
the world and taking courses
in psychology, history and
sociology," said Telford.
But now they are seeking
monetary
gain
and
sacrificing
personal
education, he explained.
While discussing FTE
Sawrey said, "As far as the
individual is concerned a
college education leaves a lot
of room for question, but I
can
doubt if our culture
afford less education."
Sawrey said he doesn’t
think a modern culture can
grow without the broad and
expanding experience that

nirCriell

Bum checks written by
customers are a problem
that most commercial
businesses have to deal with
and
SJSU’s
Spartan
Bookstore is no exception.
There are currently about
140 names on the Spartan
Bookstore’s list of people
who have written checks that
have bounced this semester.
About 155 more who have
bad checks from previous
semesters or who have
written three or more bad
checks are also listed.
"We usually get about 50 to
75 bad checks at the
beginning
of
each

Producrd B3
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comes with a college degree.
"As societies live closer
and
closer
together,"
Sawrey explained, "the need
for mutual understanding
becomes greater."
Enlightenment
is
refreshing and people should
enjoy as many doors to
experience as they can, he
added.
"Many of the doors are
closed without a higher
education."
"To enjoy something you
must know something about
it," explained Sawrey.
Everyone should know
something about the music,
art and culture of different
societies in the world, he
said. "I suggest students
take advantage of the
cultural events on campus."
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George Harrison,
Mick Jagger,
Jim Morrison,
Bob Ditan.
Jimi Hendrix,
or Janis Joplin
its only a story
but It COLIICI be

tne story of
all of tnem

"Students should enjoy
reading something different
about something different as
frequently as they can," said
Sawrey.
Students shouldn’t limit
their interests to just these
areas either, but "be a jock
as well," he added.
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Thursday 20th
TWO SHOWS
STUDENTS $1.50

8 pm 10:30 pm
GENERAL $3

CHARLIE MUSSLEWHITE
BLUES BAND

By Erich Von Daniken

TONIGHT

(A X

Tim Buck ley

UNSOLVED MYSTERIES
OF THE PAST

50c

I

oinks is
not a movie
about
Paul tificCartne11,
John Lennon,

semester," said a bookstore student’s credit later on in
accountant, "plus the ones life,"
Wineroth,
said
that get written during the "because the agencies
course of the semester.
usually keep lists of people
"During
the
early with bad credit."
semester rush," said the
accountant, "we get as many
as eight to 10 a day."
Bookstore Manager
Harry Wineroth, said, "We
have to require lots of I.D.
each other and often go their
before we
can accept
checks."
In order to collect debts
owed to them by students,
the bookstore has to go
through a collection agency.
"This can really hurt a

CHARIOTS
OF THE
GODS?

By
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They made him a rock star
Then they made him a god.

Bouncing checks hurt
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adult entertainment
,Omer 1st and San Salved
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soma
from
Representatives
Calamigos Star C Ranch, El
San
Navarro,
Rancho
Francisco Bay Girl Scouts
and Alameda-Contra Costa
Camp Fire Girls will be
visiting the campus to interview students for summer
employment.
Any student interested in
working at a camp for the
summer should contact

Dean, ex -prof author books
The co-authors are Dr.
James Sawrey, dean of the
School of Social Sciences,
Teltord,
Charles
and
professor emeritus.
The book deals with people
"from the mentally retarded
to the genius," said Sawrey.
Their most recent book is
the seventh edition of "Child
Psychology."
Many co-authors, after
they have completed their
first book stop speaking to
each other and oftengo their
seperate ways, said Sawrey
last week.
Sawrey said he and
Telford get along Bell both
socially and professionally.
"We grew up together,"
Telford said later, talking
about Sawrey as a student at
the Univeristy of North
Dakota.
Telford said he was raised
In
a ranch and started
teaching the fourth and fifth
grades of a rural elementary
school when he was 18-yearsold.
"I feel I was just an
average student in high
school," said Telford, "but
my teaching experience
motivated me to become an
A’ student in college."

Studio
Theatr

Margaret Wilkes at the Part
Time
and
Vacatior
Employment Office at 122 S
Ninth St. and sign-up for all
interview.

owes
Applications are now
ready for pilots wishing to
compete in the regional air
meet March 15-16 for the
U.S. Precision Flight Team.
The national team will travel
to Sweden in August for
world cup competition.
Applications
and
information can be obtained
from Aeronautics Professor
Jerry Shreve at 277-2466.

A 25-year collaboration

by Kit Frederic
SJSU dean and a
professor emeritus who have
been working together for
more than 25 years, have
coauthored 13 books and are
now working on the third
edition of The Exceptional
Individual."

$1.00 oft with
ASA card

Friday 21st

STUDENTS $1

TOWER

THEATRE
653 8022
OAKLAND
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ewell’s program scheduling called ’illegal’
inued from Page 1
ewell is a nice person
isn’t prepared for the
lacks the knowledge
d for the position.
ico should be held
ble for appointing
the position," said
di said the "conflict
rests" charges stem
er friendship with
usician Mugo Eddie
is "San Jose’s amor of jazz" and was
ted by Newell for a
I five concerts some
ch will take place in
dent Union to promote
upcoming
A.S.
dum.
II said Gale had been
as her adviser.
’ttee denies support
Wednesday
the
m committee voted
support the five noon
certs along with the
led appearance of
feminist speaker
Kennedy and three
programs scheduled
well "because they

were booked illegally," the
commission minutes said.
According to Gale, an
SJSU music major, "I
made a proposal to promote
the referendum to John Rico,
Briding and Stephanie Dean,
A.S. treasurer which they
accepted."
At last Wednesday’s
program committee meeting
commission
Rico
told
members he had given
Newell the authority to book
groups by polling commission members by phone.
If that failed to work, said
Rico,
Newell
could
"unilaterally
contract"
programs herself.
"Briding was doing what
people think that she’s
pushing jazz too much. But I
think that people are influenced by jazz. It’s an art
form that should take place
on the campus," said Gale.
"Because she’s a black
woman, she’s been attacked
by the commission. The
commission has accused her
of pushing black people,"
Gale said.
Gale said it is important

Briding Newell
the board understand that
Rico made it clear the
commission was supposed to
program activities for the
referendum.
"Briding was doing what
she was supposed to be
doing,
in
contracting
programs for the referendum," Gale said.

Newell said, "Everything I
have done as chairwoman
has been open and above
board, but every time the
commission gets a piece of
dirt they come down on me.
"I have never been able to
muster the enthusiasm the
commission is displaying
now," Newell said, referring
to the program committee’s
refusal to support her
programs.
"At the last meeting of the
commission (Feb. 12 ) they
refused to support the
programs I had set up to
promote the referendum, but
they also refused to set up
any of their own," Newell
said.
Kennedy cancelled
The committee "acted
immature to the point that
they cancelled Florynce
Kennedy just 24 hours prior
to her scheduled appearance
here," sai,1 Newell.
I don’t appreciate the way
the committee treated
Kennedy but "it was a point
on which they could attack
me," said Newell.
"The ASPC (program

ium lost in bones

February issue of
ention magazine
ed that new research
vealed a high protein
an cause a loss of
1, which is essential
(thy bones, by being
out of the body in the
Jennings,
a
ntior editor, wrote that
’s role in the body’s
ion of calcium had
before been fully
ood.
ings said persons sho
e enough calcium for
y bones can develop
m deficiencies and
diseases if those perat too much protein.
fair to say whether or
ou meet the RDA
daily
mmended
nce) requirements of
g. of calcium daily
t mean a thing unless
protein intake is eninto the equation,"
gs wrote.
a high protein diet,
an hit that calcium
every day like clockand still wind up losing

more of this mineral than
you eat," she added.
Dr.
Elveda Smith,
chairwoman of the SJSU
Home Economics Department, said an adult’s
calcium requirement can be
met by drinking two glasses
of milk each day.
The
calcium -protein
in
reported
discovery
Prevention is still theoretical
Smith said, because it
"really hasn’t been proved
yet."
There is evidence eating
habits can affect the condition of a person’s bones in
later life, Smith said, she
that
however,
added,
heredity also plays a part in
bone diseases and it is not
yet conclusive that eating
habits are more important
than heredity.
Jennings wrote that one of
the nutrition field’s greatest
puzzles has been why so
many Americans develop
osteoporosis, a bone disease
common to older people,
when they generally consume many calcium-rich
dairy products.
"If calcium builds strong
bones, Americans shouldn’t
develop osteoporosis
average
because
our
calcium intake is relatively

high from all the dairy
products we consume,"
Jennings wrote.
"Yet, we have just as
not
more
much,
if
osteoporosis as people in
other parts of the world who
get half the calcium we do,"
she added.
The paradox was resolved,
Jennings
wrote,
by
researchers at the universities of Wisconsin and
California.
Those
researchers
determined even though
people in many foreign
countries eat less calcium
than do Americans, they also
eat less protein -protein
which can wash calcium out
of the body.
Jennings said to put more
calcium in their systems and
keep it there, Americans
should cut back on meat and
eat more vegetables , grains
and fruit.
Jennings also said even
milk drinkers should add
bone meal to their meals.
Bone meal, she explained,
is a natural source of
calcium that contains no
protein.
Bone meal is available in
tablets or powder and can be
added to liquid or solid food.

nzel insists quotas
on’t breed equality
ER
IRE

822
ND

ntinued from page I
one has suggested
certain percentage of
a be employed on
all teams to comte for past injustices,
re the San Francisco
looking for a Chicano
baseman or a Jewish
top."
zel went on to comon the Democratic
, of which he was a
ate in 1968.
have long argued that
delegate selection
ss should be opened up
air and equal basis for
one to participate,
ally those who have
underrepresented."
el said.
t Bunzel said, "I
it is time for the

Democratic Party to announce that it does not
believe that only a black
may represent a black, a
woman a woman, a Pole a
Pole or a college professor a
college professor."
"Genuine
political
democracy is incompatible
with this quota mentality,"
he said.
"I was an early supporter
of the Civil Rights Act to
eliminate discrimination,"
Bunzel declared, "but there
is no requirement in the act
that says the employer must
(maintain) a statistical
balance in the work force."
Bunzel emphasized the act
prohibits discrimination on
the basis of race or sex.
"There is no such thing as
black, brown or female

justice," Bunzel said.
"Justice holds a scale in
which merit is weighed," he
added.
Human rights are individual rights which will
enhance the tissue and fiber
of the American dream."

Disc Jock*y
Classes forming now
evenings and Saturdays

[

EttiiLtive January 1, 1975, the State Law makes it
compulsory to have automobile insurance. Any
person not so insured is subject to a stiff fine and
loss of his driver’s license

FOR SEVEN YEARS WE
HAVE BEEN INSURING
COLLEGE STUDENTS AT
SPECIAL LOWER RATES
For more information or a no -hassle quote
call or come by...

CAMPUS INSURANCE

license course
Dave Ware School
of Broadcast ong
1901 S. Bascom, Campbell.

377 6000

Help
LEARN SELFHYPNOSIS.
Ourself to improved grades. imimproved
proved perception,
memory, improved concentratio(t, &
improved creativity. Licensed
Practitioner. 371.2992.
College .age classes at
Eufrazie School of Ballet. Essential
"technique" for beginning and in
termediate students. Small classeS;
Beverly
attention.
individual
Eufrazia Grant, Director 241.1300
The Christian Science Organization
would like to invite everyone to its
Thursday evening meetings at 7 30
p m in the Student Chapel (located
between the men’s and women’s
gyms).
NATURE DESIGNS FOR US
Wedding invitations and accessories
with a creative new look are
available in hundreds of sizes. styles
and colors. Traditional creamy
white. flowery Pastels, bordered or
plain. Town and County Duplicating
carries a wide selection of quality
wedding invitations. Deal direct for
decided savings! Special offer for
SJSU students-Present this ad and
receive a special discount on any
order
Town and County Duplicating
10321 S. Sunnyvale-Saratoga Rd.
Cupertino, CA. 2581131.
kinds.
Sandwiches -all
Spout
HERO’S We accept Food Stamps
126E San SalvadOr btwn 3rd and 4th
Sts
From
Evolution:
Woman’s
matriarchal clan to patriarchal
family. Evelyn Reed Weds. Feb. 19,
Urnuntium Rm. Student Union
Kappa Sigma Fraternity Spring Rush
481S. Sth St. 297 9880. Come on be or
give us a call.
Al Pacing digs up corruption in the
New York Police Dept. in SEEM
Special Shows 7 8 10 pm $1.00. Ibis
Friday. Fob. 3151 in Morris Dailey
And. Presented by Alpha Phi
Omega.
"GET YOUR ACT TOG 22222 "
YOGA has been doing it for 2,030 yrs.
TONIGHT 6 30 Pacifica Roorn (Stu
Un / JOIN US AS Leisure Ser
vices

automotive
Journeyman Mechanic will save you S
on auto repairs. Major repairs on
Foreign cars Minor only on
American cars Ex. VW tune-up 525
total, all work guaranteed. STEVE
GEDDES 247.311181.
FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP
Good Student Discount. lianIe Free
Quote Excel Rates. JIM ellYANT
249 8100

entertainment
Al Pacino digs up corruption in the
New York Police Dept in SERPICO.
Special Shows 7 & 10 pm 61.00, thIll
Frontal. Feb 11st in Monts Dailey
Aud Presented by Alpha Phi
Omega

for sale
Flocked Velvet Posters --large variety
s7 SO each New summer king size
tapestries SS SO Incens, pack of 25
for SO cents Large ...et, of pat.
Imported
ches iron trnsfers
walking canes from India Pipes and
paraphanalias Strobe lights Large
variety of black lights, one btocli
from the college. ME. San Fernando
St.

HEY, SMARTY
it y011 re a studeld getting "B’s" OF better, you inay Qualify
for Farmers-In the form of special bonus lower rates on your
auto Insurance. Call today and get the facts on Farmers
moony Saving Good Student Auto Policy.

20% discount for students
Roder Turna
246-7770

FARMERS
/41 catnip

289-8681

404 So. Third

(Upstairs at corner of 3rd and San Salvador)

TYPING
REAR

_classified

announcements

Guitar.A1 RRRRR accoust, w-hdwd case
Immaculate cond. 21u yrs. old 5125
firm. Call eves 11 weekends. 225.5030.
.62 Ford Galastio-RUNS GOOD
reliable transportation $150 Call 295$699
NEVER USED SKIS, Rossignol 57 650
190cm, $210 value, sell 5190 or of
ler...Wood skis 105cm, bindings,
boots size 9510, 298 1390 after 6 ask
for Norm

help wanted
"JOBS IN ALASKA" handbook-how
to work and live in Alaska Latest
pipeline information. $3.00. KIA,
Box 7, Norwich Vt. 05055,
iv* for mjor
collefe rep
insurance company. Exciting new
insurance plan for seniors and
graduate students Income can goes
high as 11100 per week for 20 hours
per week of time. Call Mr Anderson
or Jackson 267.2700.
Part.time people to Hach free en
terprise to potential entrepreneurs
Call Marsal Assoc . ph 257.3305.8 11
noon, and 6.7.30 P.M No exp. nec
& SINGER
GUITAR
NEEDED
FOR "OUT TO LUNCH DELI"
CALL GENE 994.3030.
Ion
GEOLOGY LAB ASSI
Part-time. 53 hr.
campus).
Familiarity with minerals, rocks,
maps essential. Equal opportunity.
Duncan Hall 321 or 277 2315
Help us fight inflated food prices.
Volunteers needed Call 4940263
Manual Typewriter Wanted: used, in
good condition. Preferably portable
pica. Call 2977710.

housing

CALCULATOR73
POCKET
RIVER USED, 1 Digits, Auto per
cent, Constants, Big Display. Morel
Orig. Box. Full Yr. Guar. L Xtra
Batteries, 021) Soo to Appreciate
36/-1939.
Turquoise Itings II. Beads and Silver
Bracelets For Sale at 4135 East
William Street 998 1212
SLEEPING SAG. GOOSEDOWN, 3 lv
ltd. MUMMY RED, VERY WARM,
543 offer CALL SCOTT. 7114.11149 or
241.71148.
Skis S15, palm 62, boots VAL rue 1110.
Danish chair Se. Bik., 58 449 So 10th
St Apt 1

Clean. quiet Furn Rm. for I girl, 8.
K itch. Priv. $70 a inn + dep 8. all
util. pd. Near SJSU. 293 4401
evenings.

ROOMMATES NEEDED FOR TWO
B EDROOM HOUSE. 5103 MO
UTIL CALL 246.0665
Roan available for female to balance
coed house. We eat and do chores
together. Rent 560.11050.6th St. 295
2534 anytime

lost and found
Found, Silver bracelet with turquoise
Feb Oat DMM identify and pay ad
Call eves 663 2271
sto REWARD FOR RETURN OF
CHURCH MUSIC TAKEN FROM
CAR FEB 4 KEEP CASE, MUSIC
NEEDED NO QUESTIONS CALL
945 76.15

NORTH VALLEY SECRETARIAL
Papers -SERVICE
Term
manuscripts-letters, 75 cents a
Pose. Kitty Carter 262 1923

us President John Rico-We love
you nappy Unlentine’s Day Lee
Stephanie, Cindy. Co hen and Beryl

PARIS...AM
MADRID.. LONDON
STUDENT I.D. CARDS
SHIPS RAIL PASSES LOW
COST TRANSATLANTIC
FLIGHTS.. YOUTH HOSTEL
CARDS...FREE TRAVEL IN.
FOR...INTEREUROPEAN FLIGHT
BOOKINGS WORK
ABROAD. CONTACT
MICHAEL
OR ROi AT STUDENT SERVICE
WEST, 235 E. Santa Ctara, No. 710,
SAN JOSE CA. 95113 14081 187.11301.
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY OR
THURSDAY BETWEEN yam.-12
noon.

Single Adults. Enrich your life by
attending coffee, fellowshop I Bible
study. I 45-10 15 am, Sundays. Bit
0 Sweden Restaurant (behind Sears,
San Carlos & Meridian) PrOVISiOn
101. Children.
MEN-WOMENt JOBS ON SHIPS!
No experience required Excellent
pay Worldwide travel. Perfect
summer job or career Send 53.00 for
information SEAFAX, Dept Cl
P0 Box 2049, Port Angeles,
Washington 98362.
Will someone please tell Barbara
Clemens Mat I love her very muchBob.

Wholesale Wattirbeds,from one of
largest frame mfgr. Call 245 5709
eves aft. 5

Understanding female sought to share
apt with sensitive young man
W.C.P and voice defect. Call 299
2308 after 500 p.m.

BRIDAL FAIRE PHOTOGRAPHY
High quality Wedding Photography
anywhere in the San Francisco Bay
Area One low price of S88 includes
the full service of a PRoFESSiON
AL PHOTOGRAPHER, 40 color
prints of your choice, a gold and
white "Our Wedding" album, a
complete set of color slides, and
BRIDE KEEPS ALL NEGATIVES
There is no extra charge for
photography arlyWhele in Northern
CalifOrnia, and no time limits.
Additional retouched textured color
prints may be purchased a, any
time, with 5 7’s at SI 00 each and 8
x 10’S at S2 00 each All work is
guaranteed to your Satisfaction
Make an appointment to see our
samples they decide Open every
evening until i0 P.M. Foe FREE
BRIDAL PACKET call 257 3161

FREE CALENDARS TO STUDENTS
Self service dry cleaned sweaters,
pants, blouses, most dresses. 25
cents EACH. Kelly &
Cleaners 555 E Santa Clara at 12th
Noah’s Ark PreSchool 730 So Second
St . San Jose, phone 275 0461 Rates’
Full time- $90 per month: Part
time-53 per i, day or SS per full
day. Qualified staff. Friendly at
mosphere.
Eperienced Thesis Typis-Master’s
Reports-Dissertations. Marianne
Ave
Escobar
Limbers 137
Telephone 356.4240, Los Gatos

Professional Typist, fast, accurate,
dependable. Mrs. Alice Emmerich
249-1164.

personals

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY. Gentle.
All Natural Color, photography for
your wedding. You keep all photos
taken plus the original negatives and
a free white embossed album
Budget priced for highest quality
work Please call for details.
Photography by Dale Maggio 792
2601sEvenings.

WRITING AND RESEARCH
ASSISTANCE.
TYPING EDITING
CALL 949.4620.
VW REPAIR: Tune up $20. Thai’s a
total tune up Low prices, all work
INarn BIKE REPAIR: S10 and that
bike wilt be like new Save gas.
money Call Carl at 269 1409

removed
Hair
Unwanted
professionally by a Registered
Nurse Electrologist. Ph. 265,1440 1,1
P.M. 2156 Lincoln Ave.

JOBS -Australia,
OVERSEAS
America, Africa.
Europe, S
Students all professions and or
Cupatoons $700 to 13000 monthly.
Expenses paid, overtime, sight
seeing Free information TRANS
WORLD RESEARCH CO Dept Al.
P.O. Box 603, Corte Madera. CA
94925
- Workshop:
Dream I
Sundays Feb. 16 & 23, 10 aim NT 5
pm For reservations call 990 4790
or 98.1 5790
EXPERIENCED TYPING-Electric
Term Papers, Reports, Thesis, etc.
Dependable. Mrs Allen 194.1313.
-PIANO
I
ORGAN
LESSONS
Classical, Blues, Jan, chord
theory. Improvisation. 15 yrs. Exp.
948.3025

Getting Married? Discount Flowers
does everything a florist does at I
the price with twice the quality
WHY PAY MORE? 11 years ot
satisfied cuStomerS Phalle 994 1252
tor free estimate

Buy It, Sell It,

Club Co-ed
San Jose Res
Beautiful building, great location,
priyate parking, linen 8 maid
service. color TV. Ping pang, kit.
Coen facilities, inside courtyard,
grand piano, free coffee. 21.50 week
snare. 79 50-114.00 Mo. share,
109.50-up single, 202 So. 11th St
Pho 293-7371

Prot TyPing-last,
Can edit theses, repents, etc,
Ctependable-Mrs, Aslanian 2914101

Find It, Say It

Mother Olsons-10 lecations-19.50
20.30 wk share, 27.10 & 20.50 wk
single-discount or monthly rates
122 N Ith St Pho. 293.7374.

travel

College for Rent: South 7th St., 2 sm.
bdrrns UM. paid Tel. 292.9719
evens or 2/4.0179

EUROPE -ISRAEL -AFRICA ORIENT Student flights year round.
Contact ISCA 11667 San Vincent,
Blvd number 4 L S Calif 90049
TEL 12131 8285669, 026290$

with a

Furnished 1 Bdrni. apt. Clean, quiet,
comfortable. Water & garble* Pd..
*AIM Parking. 1033 mo., 633 so sin
St. Call 292.405e. 788.7474.

LOW COST TRAVEL
Europe, Orient 8, South America
TRAVEL CENTER
2435 Durant Avenue
Berkeley. Ca 94704
14151 0411.7000
-See the world and earn units at the
same time Mis summer through
travel study programs from the
SJSU summer session office More
than 36 individual programs are
available in such locations as
Europe. South America, the South
Pacific and the Orient For in
formation call 14011 277 2181 or visit
the office in Jc13615

STUDIO & 1 BR. APTS. 110 & 130
VALK FROM CAMPUS. 1754/33.
LEAVE MESSAGE
RRRRR ONESEDROOM APT,
blks. from campuls CLEAN S.
QUIET. OWN CAR PORT LAUN
DRY rms. $171.99 month. CALL 290
7313.

Classified Ad!

Male Roommate Wanted. Lou GPI
nr Saratoga and 2110 Own room
Fury., Color T V , 5100 rno I viii
Nonsmoker preferred 294 8560 Ed

(-Classified Rates
One
QV/
3
4
5
6

linen
lines
hrtes
Imes

$1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

Two
days
2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

Three
days
2.25
1.75
3.25
3.75

Four Five
days days
2.40 2.50
2.90 3.00
3.40 3.50
3.90 4.00

Print name

50
50
.50
50
.50
Minimum Three Loses One Day
Sornestee rate (all Issues) S25.00

Check a Classification
Wanted
Housing
Lost and Found
Personals
Help

Print Your Ad Here:
(Count approx. 37 letters dud spaces for each 11,1e,

Each
addi
tional
day
35
.35
.35
.35

Each additional line add

O Announcements o
o Automotive
LI
u Entertainment
u
o

SHORT
NOTICE
My home 267 3119

Your paper read. edited for a modest
fee. Experienced and thorough
Tutorial approach Expert typing.
Watt notice Joe 371 4497

Extra Ire 1 Bed S140 Util pd. on bus
near shops near 101 MAYFAIR
ARMS 1670 E SaiJa Clara Mgr No
101, Ph 258 2257 or 744 7464

SPACE FOR STUDIOOR WORK
SHOP FROM 59$ 421-8331
SANTA CRUZ Al LOCATION

tooth and nail for it but the
concert was a success," said
Newell.
Newell said the committee
should have
"sensible
contracting and no lies."
According to I.izardi, "The
Paul Winter concert was a
financial disaster, but absolutely no lying took place."

New State Law Requires
All California
Drivers to be Insured

Puritan Oil Co. So. 4th & Williams

Sewing machine, affachtlients SD 00
Twtneed. spring & NOIR" & frame
115. Call Susan at 217.447S after 3.00

Dan Youngs
262.5196
262.5847

perform," said Newell.
Newell said the program
committee attempted to
renegotiate the Winter
contract down to $1,900 but
she told the commission to
present the concert for free.
"That way the students
would
be
receiving
something. I had to fight

Reg. 49.9
Ethyl 51.9

QUALITY GAS

Also FCC 1st class

bortionist
appeal
STON
)AP) -Dr.
eth C. Edelin was
enced to one year’s
ation yesterday for his
slaughter conviction in
eath of an aborted fetus
later filed an appeal of
onviction.
din was immediately
ed to return to work at
ospital where he did the
ion and his attorney
the 36 -year -old obician was ready to

list of programs she thought
necessary.
"These programs were for
minorities and the dormitories and they were
decided upon from my point
of view. I have moved that
way ever since," said
Newell.
Newell said that a Paul
Winter concert held last Nov.
13 was an example of the
way the program committee
operates.
Winter almost canceled
"Paul Winter, a classical
jazz group, was scheduled by
the ASPC for $2,500 last
November, but three days
before the concert only 11
tickets were sold and the
ASPC panicked," said
Newell.
"The ASPC wanted to lie
and say that the contract
wasn’t received in the office
46 hours prior to the performance and therefore
cancel the program," said
Newell.
"I tried to tell the board
that it wasn’t right not to
have Winter and his 100
musicians come here and

Nothing But A Pure Deal

otein diets dangerous
By Chris Smith
ons who eat large
ts of protein may be in
e ailments later in

board) couldn’t cancel all
the programs that I had set
up, only Kennedy, because
the ASPC hadn’t committed
themselves legally," Newell
said.
Newell said the program
committee had a chance to
vote on Kennedy’s appearance but instead made a
motion not to accept or
support
her
program
claiming that it was contracted "illegally.
"The ASPC car. not cancel
programs like that and not
think about the repercussions," said Newell.
According to Heidelman,
of the forums board, the
committee had voted Feb. 12
not to have Kennedy appear
because "she was contracted
illegally because the rest of
the commission was not
consulted by Newell."
According to Lizardi
Newell did not contact the
commission before contracting any artists for
February. "This is illegal,"
said Lizardi.
Newell said as chairwoman she had pursued a

0 firVION
ci Transportation
o Travel

Phone

Addreu
City
SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 951)4

Enclosed is S

For

_ Days

’Deadline, two days prior to put,
Scat ton
puttlicat wit times oil
Consecut
ly

No

ref unds
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in-11)

Featuring: legal counseling, child day
care, intramurals, concerts, films,
consumer switchboard, and more...

